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PRESIDES5?1S ADEUAL EEPOBS?
1920-21
General
Of the general history of the State University turnout the 
year since last Commencement it may he said that it has been a 
period of normal healthy activity and steady growth. She great 
event of the year was outside of the institution itself, in the 
form of the campaign for the University Initiative Bensureo, 
numbers 18 and 19* In this oampalgn the State University en­
deavored to do Its full share as one of the members of the 
Greater University of Bontona* The enactment of these measures 
by decisive majorities is perhaps the greatest triumph for hi^ier 
education thus far achieved in this or any state.
She whole situation during the year has been one of rapid 
Increaset on the one hand, in enrollment, tenohing load and ad­
ministrative duty, together with the utmost stringency, on the 
other hand, in financial resouroes and in buildings and equip­
ment. She Institution has been In this condition, indeed, 
ever since the signing of the armistice. It la ardently to be 
hoped that relief will soon oome from the full operation of 
Initiative Beasures 18 and 19.
The great immediate problem of the ooming year is that of 
space in which to instruct the students and honsing accommoda­
tions for them. This problem has been the subject of oeaaelcos 
study and almost numberless conferences. Everything indicates 
that no matter how vigorously the building program la pushed 
the student enrollment will continue to outrun it and overorowd 
all facilities.
This matter has been set forth at length in a number of 
previous reports and hence is dismissed briefly here. However, 
the performance of Justice requires that this great handloap 
should be taken into account in any Judgment paosQd upon the 
efficiency and success of the work of the year.
Every department in the institution has shown rapid 
increase in enrollment} the report of the registrar gives full 
detailed information on this subject. It should be noted that 
this increase has taken place in spite of two distinctly un­
favorable conditions! the sweeping reduction in the institu­
tion's publicity and visitation of schools, and the fact that 
the campaign for the Initiative Measures necessarily advertised 
to the state the meagemeso of our present resources*
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The crand total enrollment for the year just passing is 
1534 students. A year ago the total for 1919-30 wao announced 
as 1296. The enrollment of collegiate students In residence 
during the three quarters of the regular year this year was 
1066* as against 816 last year-t an increase of thirty percent. 
This great increase is partly due to the enrollment of a 
large number of disabled soldiers under the rehabilitation 
plan of the Federal Board for Vocational Education, But after 
making all allowance for this element the increase is almost 
phenomenal. Host striking of all is the< fact that during the 
winter quarter we had on the campus actually engaged in work 
984, a thousand lacking IS; a far greater concourse- of 
students than ever before gathered on the campus.
The University has followed steadily its policy of in­
sisting upon worthy standards of conduct and performance as a 
condition of membership; indeed the standard has been definitely 
strengthened in the coarse of the year, and is certain to be 
still further raised in the future. This is not harsh or 
unkind, but on the contrary is the only true kindness to all 
concerned,-not excepting the student who Is conducted to the 
edge of the campus and sent to find another environment, in 
which, it is hoped, he may be able to work with credit to 
himself and advantage to society as a whole* To permit any 
man .(or woman) to remain on the rolls of the University when 
he is loafing on the job, is an unpardonable wrong to the 
individual, and to the institution and the people who support it.
One of the great needs of every young western oollege or 
university is greater stress on high intellectual attainment; 
we cannot too often recall the utterance of President Gilson, 
that a university is a place for men and women to work, let 
us get rid of the ides that more work will mean less joy, for 
of course the exact contrary should be true *
The moot insistent problem of the present time Is that
of housing. The woman's dormitory is all reserved months 
before the opening of the year. The crude, temporary men's 
quarters in Simpkins Hall are filled in spite of their gravely 
unsatisfactory character. This year, with an enfollment of 
984 (in the winter quarter), the housing capacity of the city 
was strained to the utmoat. It is exceedingly difficult to 
see how we can accomnodate the increased enrollment that is
certain to present itself this fall.
tfe are planning for a more thoro canvass of the city than 
has ever been made before, in order to looate and list all 
available rooms for students. This work will be done in the 
latter part of the summer, and the list will be ready for use 
prior to the opening of the fall quarter.
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She housing problem la a permanent one and ne edo earnest 
attention} even alter the completion of two new dormitories 
now projected, the increased enrollment will have again made 
the housing problem acute,
.tbm. Barflq,tfiry..,.SlPa
Shore are many points In favor of the cottage or house 
plan as compared with the dormitory plan in the housing of 
students* Uith a group of from twenty-five to thirty students. 
It is possible to approximate much more closely the social 
conditions of a home than can be done in a large building run 
on an institutional basis* Every agency which tends to ad­
vance the normal and wholesome socialisation of the student 
is of direct value In his relation to the school and to his 
studies*
Such residence unite may be combined in a larger struc­
ture for economy of construction and heatings a single 
kitchen and diningroom would serve all the groups; Indeed the 
University should at this time consider the question of 
planning ultimately for a general commons for all students 
calling for subsistence on the campus*
One of the most serious problems with respect to the 
oare of students now lies In the fact that for the past year 
we have had no Dean of Tfomen* She duties of that position have 
been carried on by two or three different members of the staff, 
no one of whom had either time or authority to dp the work 
properly* Quite inevitably there has been more or less laxity 
of house rules. While the large majority of women students 
are of the most exemplary character and conduct, yet in an 
institution of this slse there will always be a few girls 
ready to take advantage of the absence of a^horl ty. Cases 
of discipline must and do arise which cannot be handled 
properly by the Roman's Self-Government Association, nor by 
any other member of the faculty than the Sean of Women*
Grateful acknowledgment is made here for the distinguished 
service rendered in this matter by Srs. Ella Allen Scott, who 
has served theoretically as Secretary to the Dean of TTomen, 
and has really carried with unfailing wisdom and tact a large 
part of the burden of the Dean's office* She Assistant 
JUgistrar, Hiss Honloa Burke, has also given much help beyond 
the striotly official function of her offfice *
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It is absolutely essential to the welfare of the women 
students during four of the most oritloal years of their lives 
that they should have the guidance and kindly care of an older 
woman, trained and sympathetic, and with a broad vision of 
what young American womanhood should be*
xjiftti
The faculty have carried on during the year much earnest 
study and- investigation especially concerning the curriculum 
and studies of the institution* Preliminary consideration 
has fceen'glven to the plan already adopted In certain large 
universities, of a general course for freshmen, including 
fundamental and essential training and Information in such 
fields as- history, English, a knowledge of contemporary civi­
lisation-, and also some illumination of the problem of how to 
study and how to obtain the most from college life* fhe 
University has conducted such a course on a small scale for 
four years* giving one hoar a week thru the autumn quarter 
to a class for all freshmen in the problems of college life 
and eduoatlont under the new plan this may be enlarged to 
five hcfcrs a week thru the year. However, the plan is not 
yet ready for executldn but will be further discussed next year.
Among the tasks of administration is to provide conditions 
under which the members of the faculty may be able to realise 
more fully their own capacities and impulses for researoh and 
productive scholarohipi thus far, and now more than ever 
before, the heavy load of regular instruction absorbs all the 
energy of the stafft the University must look forward to 
relief in this respect.
Here one must call attention to the peculiar situation of 
this institution with respect to its field of work. She State 
University represents the most rapidly growing portion of the 
general thought and progress of the race,-the humanatles. In 
the modern sense of the word} that is the studies that deal 
directly with the life of man* history and politics; economics 
and sociology} literature and fine arts, including rnnsio; the 
study and practice of education} and the sciences underlying 
medicine. SJheoe are the most rapidly moving portions of the 
stream of human progress! if the State of Ron tana is to keep 
anywhere near abreast of the times these fields must have 
vastly increased attention and support* in these fields we 
must at once introduce two great aids to advancement now 
entirely unprovided,-research and extension! for these this 
institution has not now and never has had any funds nor 
material resources* All this means no abatement of the merits 
and claims of the more distinctly professional training found 
here and elsewhere. But these formerly colled liberal studies 
are rapidly Showing themselves vocational and professional 
in the highest sense of the term*
/
The staff of the institution is gradually being built 
up to fit in some degree the demands of the student body; 
during the war reduotiona were made relentlessly, and the 
financial stringency existing since that time has greatly 
retarded the process of reconstruction.
Four specific additions should be mentioned which are 
greatly needed;
1. The Department of Classics should be resumed, lnoluding 
instruction in the Latin language and, if there is a demand, 
in Greek also, but with the greatest stress upon the culture 
and institutions of the Greeks sad Homans c£nd their contri­
bution to the actual life of men today.
2 and 5. The Department of History and Political Science 
p-nfl the Department of Economics both need aa added instructor 
in order to bear the immensely increased burden of Freshman 
instruction, and yet at the same time give a reasonable 
amount of advanced work.
4, The project of a Director of Public Service has been 
waiting for more than four years and has been discussed in 
nearly every annual and biennial report and also in a number 
of special reports. For the good of the University and for 
the good of the state the appointment of a Director of this 
division should be no longer deferred.
In this oonnectlon referenoe is made to the special 
report on Educational Film Servioe (see page 3"S'}. This 
film service is but a single one of lines of potential
benefit for the Public Service DivisioE.
It should be clearly undersfcoo4-~that other departments 
are in great need of additional staff. These are mentioned 
as being of rather peculiar importance.
*
i ti ■ *OaaiiilBfttlfla
/f
/ la this =7 laat official report aa President of the
/State University I desire to place clearly on record my ora- 
j vlotion, a treat; then id by my four yearo in the Univeroity of 
Mw i», of the fundamental rightness and indiopeusable neoeo- 
si ty of o oentraliaed administration of the whole 35-a ten of y higher education of the ctate.
It io certain, of coarse# that the early operation of 
a system 0 0 new will involve a multitude of problem* and dif­
ficulties and a certain mount of friction. Plans of proced­
ure and methods of operation will need to be studied with 
great cure: furthermore the keenest intelligence and most earn* 
est goodwill must be devoted to the t djuatment of central au­
thority to the looal authority in order to preserve at the 
earns time the effeotiveneeo of the local authority and safe­
guard the harmony and unity of the whole University. Particu­
lar care needs to be given also to the problem of reducing 
to a minimum the complication and dEley which tends to result 
from the eristeno* of a supreme oentral authority.
However# these are all subordinate and. in my judgment, 
ooluble difficultie0 * Che great fundamental result of a cen­
tralised plan is the unity and harmonious effectiveness of 
the whole University.
-Interp/d .Organ!mtlfm
The State University# like other similar institutions 
throughout the oountry ( embraces a general core of general 
education, known in our case as the College of Arts and Sel­
ene ed 1 and a number of more or lees separate professional 
schools. Here, as in most places, the actual situation la 
the result of a process of development which has been very 
slightly affected by deliberate thought or systematic plan#
Qa,l henoe is probably sunoeptible of marked improvement by 
a process of study and re-organ 1satlon.
S?h« Schools of Law# Forestry and Pharmacy have sharply 
distinct curricula of their ott and a well marked student body. 
Shi regular law course io already based on two years of Lib­
eral Arto work. She Forestry curriculum, on the other hand# 
covers the regular four-year oellegi period and thao parallel# 
the College of Arts and *Joienoeo. She Gohool of Pharmacy pre­
sent a mainly a two-year curriculum# affected however by an 
attempt to increase it to three yearo.
She Sohools of Journalism and Business Administration 
and the projected lohool of^Fdncatioa ore muoh more intimate-
■ ' - f
ly related to the College of Arts aad Sole noli* and ahould la 
ay judgment he organised and administered with fall recognition 
of this faotf It io very doubtful, In my mind# whether the Study 
In these three fields should ever he detached from the college 
Of Arts and Science 0 «
I She School of Husia Is again different from any of the other 
'iviulonai the .hulk of its vox t is, and probably always will he 
individual training In the art of musio* the special currionium 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Busii is really a Liberal 
Arts ooaroe with music aa the field of concentration*
The;e* in my judgment, are the main facts which ahould he 
kept constantly in mind in ony re-organisation of the Institution*
One point in addition! tie Bohool of Business Administration 
XPB placed last year upon a Senior College basin* that io v students 
ware not registered in the School of Buaineoo Administration until 
they have completed two years of Liberal Art a work. All plena for 
the projected Bohool of rduoation have contained a cimllar pro- 
Vision. X recommend that the question of placing the Bohool Of 
journalism also upon a Senior College basis he very carefully con- 
sidersd* There ere many grounds for holding that the three schools 
are practically analogous in this respect*
■Space, and FaulJMMnt.
It will he sufficient on thia point in the main to refer to 
previous reports in which the crying need, of the institution for 
more spaae and more facilities have been fully set forth. For 
the immediate present it la sufficient to oall attention to the 
fact that this whole situation will probably reach its climax 
at the opening of the coming autumn quarters the University will 
he able to secure a little relief by turning a part of Simpkins 
Ball into temporary instructional space so that * in Case the In­
creased enrollment is not large, the institution will hot be much 
more crodded than it iw during the current year.
On the other hand there io grave doubt ao to the capacity 
of the city to house the added student body* a survey of living 
facilities is being made mor thho: sufghly than ever before in the 
hope of me etlng this situation*
MJb.fi at Jwr.ta
Subjoined are reports for those of the sohoolo and depart­
ments in which matters of special interest existi in the aaai of 
divisions of the University not reported on it is assumed that the 
year has followed an even tenor without any special feature worthy 
of inoluoion in the report*
July 1, 1921
loi President Edward 0. Sieaon 
Re: Annual report Dean of Women 
1920-21
Although, there has been no Dean of Women in the University the 
past year, the clerical and executive and much of the constructive 
work of the office haB been kept up.
1. The housing of the large numbers of women students who came to the
campus in October was accomplished with very little difficulty and prac­
tically no dissatisfaction. Of the 460 women enrolled approximately
325 were from towns outside Missoula. Craig Hall accomodated 70 of 
these, Knowles Cottage 10, the sororities about 60, leaving 185 to be 
housed in private residences of whiah there w^re 45 available.
2. Through this office about 80 girls were assisted in obtaining em­
ployment. Of this number 54 had steady occupation and most of -these 
were practically self-supporting. At all times there were more openings 
for women students than there were workers.
3. Knowles Cottage has continued in operation , in accordance with the 
plan upon which it was established, as a cooperative home for ten girls. 
The average cost to each girl for room and board was $12.59 per month.
4. The Woman's Self-Government Association, establishedjdaBb yearjj has 
done much to maintain high standards of conduct on the campus and in the 
town.
It has not been possible to accomplish anything in the way of social 
training> nor to give girls the advantage of hearing noted women speakers 
on eduoational, vocational or health subjects. There has been time only 
for a small amount of vocational guidance. The situation as regards ob­
servance of house rules has been unsatisfactory, owing to the prevalent 
idea that there was no authority in oharge of the situation. The offic­
ers of the Woman's Self-Government Association could handle this only 
partially.
The work of a Dean of Women is one of the biggest and most important 
features of any oo-educational institution. It should be much more than 
a clerical or disciplinary office. It should be the means of inculcating 
high ideals, of giving needed social training, of helping girls to choose 
their life-work wisely, of guiding them through the crises of young 
womanhood. The State University of Montana cannot long neglect this 
vital part of its duty toward the y-ung women of the institution without 
great detriment to itself and to them.
Respectfully submitted
ELIA A. SCOTT 
Secretary to Dean of Women
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
J. B. Speer, Registrar
Monica P. Burke, Assistant Registrar
Further coordination with the Business Office 
h&B taken place, due largely to the fact that both offices 
are under the direct supervision of one officer. This 
arrangement eliminates many duplications, unifies procedure, 
coordinates activities, and is undoubtedly an economical 
method of organization.
The more Important functions or duties of the 
Registrar's office are: correspondence with prospective 
students, evaluation of entrance credentials, registration, 
charging of fees, records of absences and scholarship, 
preparation of class rolls, recording grades, eligibility 
certificates, alumni lists, statistics of enrollment and 
scholarship records, secretary of the faculty and several 
faculty committee^.
In addition to the Registrar, the staff consists 
of Miss Monica P. Burke, assistant registrar, Miss Helen 
P. Stoddard, recording clerk, J. Edwin Bailey, corres­
pondence clerk, Miss Queen AnderBon, stenographer.
statistical reports are submitted separately.
BPSIHBSa QgglOB
J. B. Speer, Business Manager
The change m d e  hy the last legislature In the date 
of beginning of the fiscal year of the state made the pre­
paration of two budgets necessary during the year. Increased 
student attondanoe and efforts to meet all legitimate demands 
upon the office added to the work of the office.
The following duties are performed by this office: 
bookkeeping, including cash and vouoher registers, general 
and detail ledgers; preparation and audit of claims, payments 
of claims on local funds; collection of fees, board and room 
accounts, etc.; timekeeping and payrolls; approval of re­
quisitions for all materials purchased for the institution; 
preparation of budget.
During the year the duties of the superintendent of 
physical plant relating to operation of the plant wars trans­
ferred to the Business Office. All employees engaged in the 
operation of the plant, janitors, engineers, gar&lners, etc., 
are now' under the direction of this office.
The following lines of development should be under­
taken by this of ice at an early date: adequate inventory 
system, complete audit of accounts of residence halls, 
centralization of responsibility for purchases, cost account­
ing of various projects.
4
In additioh to the Business Manager, the staff con­
sists of Mrs. Clara Munson, bookkeeper and caBhier, MIbb Mays 
I. Drihkwaltor, stenographer and payroll clerk, W. H. Perrior, 
purchasing clerk and assistant bookkeeper.
r
OBGAKiaLEiQH m  SSE. W ?  g ,TOTO.S&E5L
The State University comprises the followings
College of Arts aztd Sciences!
Departments* Biology* Botany* Chemistry* Eoonomics, Education* 
English, Pine Arts, Geology, History and 
Political Science* Home Economics* Latin and 
Greek* Library Science, Mathematics* Modern 
Languages, Physical Education, Physics*
Psychology and Philosophy*
School of Business Administration Graduate Study
School of Forestry Premcidical Course
School of Journalism Deserve Officers Training Corps
School of Law
School of Music Public Service Division
Sobool of Pharmaoy Biological Station(Flathead Lake)
The State Board of Education
Xhas authorised the
organisation of a School of Education, for the purpose 
of attaining fuller efficiency in training teachers 
and schoCl administrators* This School trill be 
organised as soon as funds are available*
The academic year covers four quarters* Fall Quarter, 12 
weeks* Winter Quarter* 11 weeks* Spring uarter 12 weeks*
Summer Quarter, (1920) first term, 6 weeks* second term, 5 weeksj 
(192C0 one term uf 9 weeks.
During the academic year of 1S2-0—81 the instructional staff 
of the State University has consisted of thirty professors, one 
associate professor, Bwenty-two assistant professors, sixteen 
instructors* four assistants, and forty—throe student assistants* 
One professor has been on leave of absence, and two have served 
on half time* 5?wo assistant professors have been on leave of 
absence*
On account of shortage fif funds the chair of Latin and 
Greek has been left vacant for two years* Instruction in thise 
subjects will be resumed ~n the fall quarter, 1921*
6
BEPOBT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY?
1920
The work of the department was carried on as suaual. There ware no ohsngee 
In the instructional force, exoept for change in student assistants. The 
work of the assistant professors Owen and Neuman was of high order, and the 
year may he called one of the most successful, If not the most successful, thus 
far in history.
Anew oourse was offered, Eugenios, which was chosen by about 20 students, 
and seemed to be a vory good addition. It really should be extended to two or 
three quarters. More extensive work than usual was given by Neuman in bacteri­
ology, to advanced students. The course in Hygiene was ohenged to apply par­
ticularly to health and disease, and wae thrown open to all students. Nearly
a hundred Btudents selected the work.
There were some 175 to 200 students in the department In all courses. The 
elementary class in zoology has increased to almoet a hundred. There 1b much 
argument for giving other courses than those now offered, but the teaching force 
at present will not permit. We should plan more courses for nurses, or make 
a bid for those preparing for this profession. It is well to keep in mjtnd the 
poseiblillty of giving the first two years of mediolne.
REPORT OP the BIOLOGICAL STATION FOR 1920.
Owing to the lack of funds, duo to variouB causes, no appropriation t o o 
made for the Biological Station, and no session was held. instruction was 
given In the suraraer quarter at the university instead.
Report of the Department of Botany for the fear
ending June 30, 19 SL
To the President of the State University:
During the academic year now closing the work of this 
department may he summarized as follows:
1. Teachiig. The major part of our work has been with 
the elementary classes in which the registration has been over 
100. These have been divided into sections to accommodate the 
different schools and departments interested. In meeting these 
demands we have formed a section of the general work for ferestry, 
a section1 for pharmacy, a course in economic botany for the de­
partments of home economics and the usual course in general 
botany, in which the largest number of students were enrolled, 
for the college of arts and sciences. A considerable number 
of vocational students were also enrolled in a sub-elementary 
course conducted by Mr. Steward. Advanced courses were given 
upper class men in forestry and to major students in this de­
partment. In addition we have given work in botany to short 
course students in the ranger school during the winter quarter.
Our maximum registration during the year was about 130, 
and in the different quarters varied fran 11-14$ of the total 
registration in the University, which is considerably above the 
average registration in botany in most other universities.
These classes have necessitated a teaching schedule of 
about 20 hours per week by the two older instructors of the 
department, in addition to the vocational work of Mr. Steward.
Such schedules can be continued long only at a serious cost in
the quality of the instruction and are incompatible with a sin­
cere desire for hi^i scholarship standards.
In addition to teaching the exactions of administrative 
work, increasing with the growth f the department, has involved 
a considerable outlay of time and energy. These duties include 
numerous reports, schedules, etc. demanded by the office and 
committees, copy for catalogues and bulletins, budget estimates 
and plans, (at four different times the writer has been asked 
for and has submitted figures upon the sane itemB), supervision 
of supplies and equipment, library and collections, student assis­
tance, correspondence and many other things. The one upon whan 
this burden falls Should carry but half the normal teaching load 
instead of haviig that burden increased by 50$.
The chairman of the department has given eight publici
addresses during the year.
In the matter of accessions may be mentioned 400 sheets 
added to the herbarium, 500 new specimens collected, about 300 
specimens obtained by exchange, and also considerable working 
material for consumjtion by the classes. The collection of 
material, at present showed by all members of the department is 
in itself a burden which takes too much time from more important 
work. It would be the part of wisdon and economy on the part 
of the administration to allow a little in the budget for this 
necessary work.
The chairman of the department is a member of the following
standing committees:
Scholarship Com. (Chairman)
Graduate Com.
Curriculum Corn,
Campus Development Com.
1-4*
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Com. on Faculty Interests & Tenure (Chairman)
Com. on Policy and Budget.
Ho complete record, has been kept of the time spent on 
committee work, hut the total must amount to a week or more.
In concluding this report something should he said ahout 
the things which have not heen done:
1. Ho time has heen available for research, not a single 
observation has been made in ary new investigation, although a 
little has been done on illustrations*
2. Ho publication has appeared from the department.
3. There has been no time for the planning and improvement 
of the courses of instruction essential to keeping them up-1o-date*
4* Ho progress has been made in preparing illustrative 
material, demonst rati on specimens, etc. although some have been 
obtained by purchase.
5. Ho microscopical preparations have been added to the 
working equipment notwithstanding the depletion of our stock 
caused by loss and damage threatens to cripple the work of the 
department*
6. Ho time could be spared for the cooperative work with 
teachers and others throughout the state whose interest the 
department has hoped to arouse and cultivate in relation to its 
work in the University and in the field.
June 15, 1921
Chairman Botanical Departmait
7 r- O
June 6, 1381
To the President
Report iiconomics & Sociology
The ork for elementary students in economics has been 
dons, by new appointees, Mr. -brthur D, Jacobson, of Stan­
ford and Harvard, and Mr. Clyde ifi. Burgee of John Hopkins 
University.
Beyond attention to routine duty the activities of same 
Bignificanoe are the Sooial Science Club, a large and suc­
cessful student organization, fostered by Mr. Burgee; a 
olass far Missoula teachers, conducted by Mr. Burgee; a 
olase engaged successfully in independent wilting on 
Economic subjects; individual student investigations in 
financial Bubjeots under the direction of Mr. Burgee.
A large number of calls for extra mural activities em­
phasizes the conception which the public has of the 
functions of the University other than teaching.
The work in sociology done in two ciaBeeB last year with 
a registration of fifty, was reduced to one olass in the 
afternoon this year in order to make place for senior work 
in economics.
Respectfully,
(Signed) J.H.Underwood
' L  ' O  '
Department of Eduoation 
----------President E.O.SIsbou, Chairman. Report made by professor Freeman Daughters.
During the past year no further steps have been taken to establish the 
Sohool of Education which was authorized by the State Board of Education three 
years ago. It is inadvisable to establish the sohool until the full time of 
three memberB of the university staff is provided as a minimum to carry on the 
work. The full tin® of at least one professor,two associate or assistant professors, 
and at least one instructor, is needed to do anything like justice to the work 
devolving upon the Department or Sohool of Education. The full time of one member 
of the staff should be employed in the work of teacher-training in the public schools
of Missoula and Missoula County. The publicity and extension work now done by the 
department/ should be more widely extended. More attention should now be given to 
graduate courses In the field of education to meet the needs of principals and 
superintendents of the state. The services of every member of the staff will be 
needed during every shnner quarter. The half time of one member of the staff between 
the months of February and October must be employed in carrying on the important 
teaoher-placement work of the Board nf Recommendations the growth of which is 
gathering momentum due to the demands of the schools of the state. The time devoted to
this work by the staff msmber in charge can be materially reduced by the employment of
a permanent secretary with ability to take over the details of that work. The 
rapidly growing demand for correspondence courses in the professional fipld,makes 
some relief in that quarter necessary if the work is to be carried on efficiently,
or, perhaps, at all.
Having all these matters in mind as well as the rapid growth of the State 
University, it is strongly recommended that adequate staff be provided t& definitely 
establish the school of education beginning with the autumn quarter of 1922.
During the academic year ending June 1921 a new plan of teacher training was 
put into effect in the junior high school grades of the Missoula 8ity schools. Two 
teaching positions were assigned to cadet teachers and carried by them through the 
£3# sohool year 1920-21. Each cadet teacher did from five to six weeks of teaching
tr ; v
on fall time, or twelve weeks of teaching on half time. All of this work was done 
under the constructive and helpful supervision of -&f$]skilled teachers. Four­
teen cadet teachers were trained in this manner in the city schools through the fine 
co-operation of Superintendent Ira B. Fee and the Bo^rd of Education. This work 
can he indefinitely expanded.
In January 1921 a reorganized plan of teacher training was made operative in 
the Missoula County High Sohool through the excellent co-operation of Principal 
G.A.Ketoham and the County High Sohool Board of Education. This plan provides for 
real apprenticeship work hy the cadets,followed hy extensive observation, conference and 
teaching opportunities, under the inmediate supervision of the well-trained teachers of 
the county high sohool. The results were gratifying. The plan now in effect is elastic 
and capable of indefinite expansion.
In the four quarters prior to August 20,1921, thirty-seven University certificates 
were issued to outgoing teachers. In the same time the State University issued bac­
calaureate degrees of all kinds to 86 different persons, indicating that 43 per cent 
of our graduates contemplated and prepared for teaching. The percentage will hardly be 
less during the coining year. It should also be stated that some,who do not specifically 
prepare for teaching, attempt later to enter the profession but find difficulty in 
qualifying themselves either legally or professionally for the work. In the summer quarter 
of 1921, there were 218 students who registered for one or more courses offered by 
the department of eduoation. The nature and extent of the load carried by the depart­
ment during a summer quarter is indicated in the report of the Summer Quarter of 1921.
July 11, 1921
Tol President E.O.Sisson 
fie: fieport for 1920-21 for the 
Department of English
The Chairman of the department of English presents the following 
lengthy report for the year 1920-21 as a Bort of Btoak-taking and 
analysis made advisable by the departure of President Sisson and the 
arrival of President Clapp.
A. Activities
I. On the oampus
<&noker^for all uppar^dlas anen in English oourses have 
indioated to the students the social good spirit of 
the English staff.
The department has conducted the Joyoe Memorial con­
test (24 entries fran 15 students); the Aber Memorial 
Oratorical contest (6 entries); the Dramatics of the 
State University (52 performances, 30 of them in towns 
other than Mi bbouLe ); the Debates (5 contests, one wen; 
one with Columbia University at Butte); The Frontier, 
the University literary magazine which has been widely 
commended.
XI. Off the oampus
a. Under Hiss Geysr the Montana Council of Teachers of Eng­
lish has had a fairly active year with two lively pro­
grams, one in the fail at Billings and one in the spring 
at Missoula; with establishment of monthly poBtoard 
bulletins to all members; and with a spring bulletin sent 
to all teachers of English in the state and to all 
school principals setting forth opportunities fear summer 
study In English within the State.
b. The chairman of the department Is a member of the execu­
tive council of the Inland Empire Counoil of Teachers of 
English and chairman of its commit tee that is studylig 
the problem of teaching freshman composition in the 
college. He is also chairman of the college section of 
the State Teachers1 Association. As executive secretary
of the Committee of Selection he has charge of aXL matters 
in the state relative to the Bhodes Scholarship.
o.In May 1921 the federation of Woman’s Clubs asked the 
English department to send a speaker to Butte to appear 
on ItB convention program to explain the work of the de­
partment and of the higher education of the state. 1£tb. 
Mills of the English department was sent and put before 
the audience the aims of the English department, especial­ly in dramatics.
d. Members of the department have given many lectures in 
Missoula and elsewhere before olubs and schools and t>*»
a. Evening entertainnent of all English "major" students
£ ™ ' LrJVr*u‘Li‘’* rra0i;;L0EU"Ly every member of the staff has
e. (Hie department could be of great service to teachers 
over the state if it had th8 means for fort nightly 
issuance of a bulletin presenting aid in teaching 
English, bibliographies, notes on contemporary books 
and on inBtmotiaa in the alassios, advice on organia© 
ing and conducting outside activities, such as debate 
and drama and declamatory contests. It would be pos­
sible to spread much stimulation and encouragement 
thru such bulletins at a comparatively slight expense.
f. (The state needs a course of study in high school 
English. It Should be made possible for the state 
University English department to cooperate with high 
school teachers and with the state department of hdgh
Ax<0&s' jtefee-ei instruction in making such a course, Mies
Geyer and the ah airman should both be relieved of a 
portion of "their teaohizggload until the ocmpletien 
of this work.
Curriculum
I. ffreShman Composition
a. She experiment In Englieh llab which was undertaken 
last year has been running now for one college year.
It seems to be working justice to "the better-trained 
and abler students as well as to the poorly prepared 
and poorer students; to cast, as predicted, "the bur­
den of evidence of fitness in expression on the 
student t and to stir some faculty attention construc­
tively to the English used by students. Another two 
years must elapse before suooobs or fhllure of the 
experiment can be Burely decided.
b. Organisation*bourses in creative expression have been 
faixly satisfactorily organised and are operating 
stimnlatively, large numbers of students elect ing them. 
(The organization of the literature courses proceeds.
The chairman is endeavoring to establish certain lines 
of thought as the specialty of individual members of 
the staff. The public speaking bran oh is unsatisfac­
tory and attention should unfailingly be turned to it 
during 1921-28. The ability of MrB, Mills will do 
much durizg the coming year to lay foundations for a 
later organisation and interest.
c. literary interest of students. The literary interest 
of students 1ms been shown in the large election of 
courses in creative expression, by maintenance of a 
high scholarship record, by participation in dramatioB, 
by vcELuntary reading (now in its infancy), and by 
support of The Pro abler. It is interesting to note 
that in the three issues of The frontier, thirty dif­
ferent students in six different departments or schools 
of the University have had contributions. The
/ 7- 4-
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department desires to have increasingly more written 
expression in literature courses and more reading in eompoei tiaa courses.
d. Eleotion of ocurses. Tbs election of English courses 
has been as follows:- In the fall 181 students in 11 
courses; in the winter £76 students in 16 courses' in 
220 students in 15 courses, an average’of 
? I61, eonrse. Those figures do not include 
students in Eretoman composition huI <wweil(telih 
J interesting to note that an analysis of 
toe members of one English course showed that the
“f1*9 atudenta represented fifteen different de­partments or schools of the University.
G. Scholarship
I. The good scholarship of toe English major students is 
S S V "  r?3,at8 i » W « t S eby gradisf loftoeyear
5 .lnB̂ 0r,s1ai4ent8 in of Sophomore,Junior, Senior and graduate rank attained the following 
percentages of grades. Grade of "An 18 per cent* nB«
39 per j*ent; 0 34 per cent; nD" 7 per cent* l -obv 
J , * 8^  °f ° »  S»r o m t r a f S j o r i t r  o ?  
otv™ of “ourfe- wer» reoeivad from department oother than toe major department. There were 388 cradaa 
for the year and the percentages are b a a e H n  thif totol.
II. The department believes that too mu eh of the oneruv of 
teachers is devoted ̂ p ulling a m  p o r t ^ i S S K
f paaai1^  standard. It intends daring 
ff^ots more of its time and energy to stimula­tion and guidance of toe best students. Plane L  S  
wo*, wMoh u l l l b e  reported l a t e r ^  t o  t o S M S . V
D. Advanced degrees
I. Tbs graduate eoumittee of the faculty duriac laaa-ii
%,sfhemo ^ r e b y  toe departments of Eduoation 
5^ were to be at once equipped to offer wart
tor^ » 9̂ B,t8r B/ ! « re8 una **»“  tS? dajMtonfo S £ y  In the opinion of the chairman of the Enci i nVi /terrm***-*. 4.
jealously, would not create the faculty coo Deration
Qf°tSfaf?«£0L SU000SV M  waild- prevent the maintenance of the atmosjhere c abusive to advanced w*k. S r S 2 ^  
partment believes, however that toa immediately ursTe.Ta itjaoi <» +>« 1 institution should jBiwuiBbjiy prepare itself to give suto advanced work
J i S - J S S S - a J s  S r S ? *wo*,.** t o  of X t o ' S u
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E. Correspondence work.
I. With the present number of ̂ tudentB and with the undeveloped 
condition of correspondenee work, the chairman believes 
that daring- 1921-^E no correspondence work should be under­
taken by the department of English.
a. She following reasons are presented:-
(1) Students on the oanpus can and should absorb the 
attention of ihe instructors,
(2) She correspondenoe students at beet receive^ only 
the margin of the instructor's attention ponder the 
present conditions.
(3) The instructors have not studied the technique of 
correspondence work and are. therefore, experimenting 
and that, necessarily, not whole-heartedly.
II. The present work does not Bean to the ohairmsn worthy of 
oollege credit and it never can be until account is taken, 
ip consideration of the teaching load^of the tins and 
energy necessary to successful correspondence work.
E, Summer Quarter
I, In the summer session of 1920 during the first term 215 
students registered in twelve courses (an average of 18 
students to the class); in the second tem 85 students 
registered in 6 courses (14 to the aLase). This summer 
quarter of 1921, 265 students are registered in 15 
oourses (19 to the class).
II. At this summer session all courses that are required in 
the regular quarters for a "major" in English are 
offered, and four oourses car lying credit for the master18 
degree.
III.The chairman of the department feels that next summer he 
should discourage members of the staff from teaching 
during the summer quarter, since such work saps energy 
from the store needed during the threo regular quarters 
and precludes opportunities for summer study, privately
or at a larger institution, far travel, for fresh personal 
assoolations^and for new professional contacts. Bo de­
partment whose teachers spend four quarters each year in 
, eMaAJi teaching can either maintain over a period of years ttr tiUz.
^^jr^ B u o y a n t  energy^to the best teaching or foster the spirit
that makes for productive work, either research or oreativa
IT. Both the chairman and members of the department protest 
that th*y can find no justification for smaller rate of 
remuneration for summer quarter work,
T. Uext to the Education courses the English classes are the 
most heavily elected. Bext summer (1922) $1000 at the 
least Bhould be put at the disposal of the chairman that
he may Beoure the teaching services of same natlon-kno^n
t
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professor of English, and,to allow of a wide ohoice of 
man and of adequate publicity* This should be done before 
December 1. The summer session needs to Ire "featured" not 
so rrrcnh to attract numbers as to stinmlate quality of work 
both by instructors and by students,
G. Library
l.Out of English department funds must ocme^in the main .pur- 
ohase of books to cover the general reading of all members 
of the university community. Ear exaaple, a set of Dickens' 
work is a general acquisition; when it is worn out the 
English funds most replace it. This burden, on top of the 
need of books far English courses, seme of them rare and 
costly, makes the library funds allotted to the department 
in 1he past ingloriously inadequate. I believe that a 
separate fund for the purchase of sets of standard werkB, 
in addition to the regular departmental allotment, should 
be put under the responsibility of the chairman, or the. 
general fund put under the responsibility of the library** 
should be greatly increased with this purpose in view. 
Another burden to be carried by the department is the re­
placement of books worn out by general circulation. In 
the past two years no departmental money has been spent 
for this purpose, with the consequence that necessity of 
expenditure for repair and replacement has piled up until 
a fairly large sum 1b now needed.
The department recognises the generosity of the President 
in this matter in the face of difficulties during the 
past year,
E. Personnel
I. The English Btaff has developed a distinct loyaltyto its 
ideals and to its personnel. Its work is gradually ac­
quiring the effectiveness of mass. Of its members, three 
desire to go east for continuance of graduate study at 
the earliest convenient moment. Stimulus to productive work 
by the staff, though present, has not been effective, 
partly because of the restless spirit prevalent on the 
campus thruout the year and portly to the unsettled con­
ditions. I1 or example, the ah airman has done only such 
routine work as 1b shown in the publications of one 
article and two committee reports.
Professor Or beck has done excellent work at Columbia 
University during the year. He has been asked by the 
Scandinavian foundation to translate two other of Ibsen's 
plays to be published sb a book; he has taught at Hunter 
College while studying for the doctorate; and he 2&s been 
reoonmended for a pealt±on at Columbia University,
t 3  -
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Mr, lean has proved. hinself an able producer of plays 
and ha a aroused considerable into rest in drama, and has 
heen exercising influence over the state in dramatic 
natters.
Mr. Ereetsan’ti worlt in debate is of that high quality 
which will carry influence to all competing institutions 
toward the more substantial end honest type of debate.
fflie teaching of Professor Cox becomes increasingly 
valuable; it is of the type that tends to produce men and 
women possessed of integrity and c enrage and thought.
Hiss Coyer is gradually gaining influence among the 
teadhers of the State; She needs more opportunities of
ooataot with thaa.
Miss Ocrbin i>esitimes happily the warh she has been doing 
for several years.
Hew to the Btaff are Mrs. MUlsysrhciBe results have not yet 
had time to show their peculiar strength and Mr. Witter, 
Who has sue asssfully and popularly bundled warh in ele­
mentary composition far Pederal Board man.
Biohard Underwood 123 will return as assistant. Shis 
year he has been teaching sub-freshman oanposition under 
and has bean learning how to handle the 
and himself.
Eugenie prohlicher '23 will return as department 
stenographer.
H. G.lfer ri aa
DBPAFTw fT OF F IN S  ABSS
The students the paBt year hove "been doing the usual work 
in oharcoal drawing fro® oast and model, pencil sketching from 
model indoors, out-of-door sketching end pointing, cartooning, 
i '.lustrating, pen and ink work in design, in advertising and 
commercial poster work, practice in wash drawing, end elementary 
work in oile from Btill life, oast, model and landscape* The 
department also instituted the plan of requiring all students in 
'‘ftne Arts to write papers in connection with the practical art 
work on voriotio phases of art history, methods end classification.
The art work for the student yearbook, the Sentinel, was 
correlated with the work of the class in deBign and advertising.
The work was carefully organised and unified, resulting in a 
Lector grade of workmanship for the Sentinel.
Tne Art league held studio nights (with model).averaging 
once ev ry t*wo weeks, during the fall ond winter quarters, giving 
students a chance to work out individual problems in any medium 
desired.
The honorary art fraternity, Delta Phi Delta, hove made plan 
for gathering end organising matorial concerning the pioneer art 
endoovorB in Montana. The contemplated work includes the listing 
and classifying of the statuary and paintings on the campus; gath­
ering and listing art works of Montana patfiifcfirs; compiling biograph­
ical sketches of Montana artists; collecting Information relating 
to local and state landmarks; and collecting photographs and snap 
Shots of art relics and artistB.
An exhibit of pictures by western Montana artists vras held at 
the Florence Hotel for three aays early in April. The exhibit and 
program were largely attended and well received by the people of 
Missoula. The exhibit featured the paintings of the late Edgar S. 
Eaxson. In addition to the paintings of fir. Paxson the exhibit 
included pictures by Mrs* Edward 0. Sisson, Mrs. Sydney H. Cox,
Mrs. A. C. Cron, Mrs. Quincy, Scott, Professor F* P. Sohwslm, IMss 
Josephine Hanson, Miss Wilhelmina Harm, and the traveling exhibit 
of the art fraternity, Delta Phi Delta.
F D SCHWALU, Chairman
AHIUIAL HEP OK T OE THE BEPAHTLlEIrT PE G OLOGY.
The work of the Department of Joology during 
the hast year haa teen conducted in the same manner 
as it has for the past several years. The classes 
in Geology have been large, and the capacity of the 
department has teen severely taxed. Nearly 100 
students took the work in Beginning Geology. If the 
increase in the department keeps up with the increase 
in the University there is every reason to "believe 
it will, additional space and help will he necessary.
It is ruite imperative that a properly equipped lecture 
room he had. Also that laboratories for mineralogy 
and economic geology he properly equipped.
Several courses in advanced work were given during 
the past year, and many field trips taken. Mr. Bevan, 
Assistant Professor in the department, spent the summer 
in field work in connection with the Btate Bureau of 
Mines. The head of the department spent part of the 
summer in the 1'ield eoing :rofessional work. An ar­
ticle was written hy him for the Engineering and Mining 
Journal on the possibilities of oil and gas in Montana/ 
This article was published the 28th of last August.
L t
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Ho apparatus or special equipment has "been pur­
chased during the past year. However, new petro- 
gr-phic microscopes, minerals, •and othor fossil and 
rock collections should be purchased for the use of 
the department very soon* Several volumes of re­
cent publications have been purchased from time to 
time during the year. However, the amount spent 
for books is entirely inadequate, and additional 
money should be spent for that purpose.
Plans are on foot to establish a summer geologic 
camp somewhere in the neighborhood of Drummond during 
the next spring and summer. This location is one 
of the most favored spots for the study of geology 
close to the University, and would without ruestion 
attract many students from outside of the state, as 
well as those living within the state.
A complete list of all the State Survey publica­
tions is now being collected, and within another six 
months the department library will possess all of 
these survey publications, in addition to the publi­
cations of the United states Geological Purvey, the 
Bureau of Mines, and the Canadian Survey.
(S'-
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Additional funds should he appropriated as 
soon as possible for equipment and museum material,
Respectfully submitted.
Bloomfield, Indiana, July 17, 1921
President E.O.Sisson 
University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana
Bear President Sisson;
Baring the year 1920-21 the Depart me nt of History and 
Political Science added materially to its library equipment par­
ticularly in the field of Montana history and in the history of 
the Northwest. Most of the hooks acquired were old and very rare, 
long since out of print. Prom time to time other valuable hooks 
come into the market and it is hoped that flinds may he kept avail­
able for the purchase of these until such time as our collection 
is practically complete.
Through the kindness of friends of the University the de­
partment became the recipient of various documents and relics of value •
The Department of History and Politioal Science has carried 
on considerable work by correspondence and by extension lectures. 
There were more than forty registrations in history by correspondence 
during the year and most of those who registered carried on thBir 
assignments actively and intelligently.
About forty students registered for and obtained credit in 
a course in Montana history conducted at Butte. There has already 
been correspondence regarding a similar course in Helena far next year.
?uri?£ the y®32* Erofestor Phillips prepared the article on 
M?5v the supplement to the Encyclopaedia Brittanioa, edi/fced
wovn Lcollaboration of JU.S.BewiB of Spokane, the "Journal of John 
prepared an article on the early fur trade. All of these
for thfi n In addition he has written two book reviewsfor the Mississippi Valley Historical Heview.
haB 8180 801*S1|fc to extend among University 
lfiSa rp??o0^S a?ding of the VolitloB and politioal prob-°f £his *een attempted partly by olass instruo-
y ?eminar W0I*» assigning to properly prepared students topios for investigation. ^  f
The great needs of the Department are a lor r a
steadily increasing allowance for t h e ^ < i a L  o f ^ S s !  U^est 
some additional staff assistance is allowed for »xt it w?li h« 
necessary to out off all correspondence work and extension lectures.
(Signedi Paul 0. PhillipB
To-President E. 0. Sisson,
State University of Montana,
Missoula, Montana.
Sir:
As Chairman of the Department of Home Economics, I beg 
to submit the following report for the year 1920-21.
The enrollment for the past year for the entire depart­
ment is approximately 80 for the autumn quarter, 82 for the 
winter quarter, and 93 for the spring quarter. This enroll­
ment represents about 25$S of all the women enrolled in the 
University.
The outstanding accomplishments for the past year are 
as follows. Pirst. The attitude of the young roman of the 
University is that their education iB far from complete with­
out some work in the department of Home Economics. That the 
profession of homemaking requires intensive training and can­
not be left to chance.
Second. Splendid co-operation has developed among thefll^u^^v
majors of the department. Two years ago they did not even *̂*1
^ MA*“
know each other. The Home Economics Clab voted at its last L(_.r ̂
meeting to raise several ?100.00 scholarships next year for IW"
d s n sdeserving young women ttho are in and out of the department.
Third. This year oompleted the oordial relationships 
which have been in progress for several years among the 
Home Economics teachers of Missoula. Definite steps have 
been taken to standardise the work in the elementary and 
secondary schools and the University. The teachers have come 
to realise that we need one another. Our standards here will
in all probability 1,6 accepted as the Home. Fponomico standards 
for the state.
Fourth. The graduates of the department are succeeding. 
t?c have a call from the Helena High School for a teacher of 
Domestic Art.
The needs of a rapidly growing department are many, but 
among the most important needs are the addition to the already 
existing Home Foanomies staff, of two highly trained inotrac­
tors, one for clothing and one for foods; illustrative material 
such as textile fabrics of all sorts end hinds for the clothing 
division; boolcs and current literature far the entire depart­
ment; and last but most Important, a practice cottage where the 
juniors and seniors of the department may have on opportunity 
to demo otrate the class room theories.
Be spectfully submitted
EEIE1IHF S. UHITCOHB 
Chairman
DEFARtZT BUT OF H A TH n^TIC S
The work of the department of Oathematics has oontixmed . 
this year on the some general line a ao last* Certain extra 
demands have been made an the department, however, on account 
of the vocational students. These demands I think were met 
properly and without complaint on our part*
The membero of the department have under ucy a very 
considerable amount of work* The largest amount of worft 
done this year has been on a booh on far: accounting, by 
Professors henneo and nerrill* This booh la now practically 
ready for the printer and is done in collaboration with 
Professor Currier of the State College at Bosenan^ Pro— 
feasors lenneo and ' errill have underucy other works which 
will come to light from time to time, Ir* nerrill hoc con­
tinued his work as secretary of the Schedule- C«mittee, 
carrylug out plans originally sag eated by Professor he ones 
for the fuller utilisation of plant and the greater c-coomrco— 
dation of otndento, {The early port of this work was shared 
fall;?, even in detail, by Profes it* lenneoJ, ho oeleotion 
of Dr. Herrlll for thin work m o  made originally by Professor 
2»cnnoo» and therefore the total work, both ao to the oeleotion 
of personnel, the inception of the plan and the carrying out 
of detail have been done by the deportment of S-theeatico*
H* 3. LKHTFn
Cmirmesj
- m m -
Department of l’odern Langua eo
She number of students has grown proportionally with the 
increase In number of the University* During the yerr the 
enrollment reached approximately 900* iwing to the lack of suf— 
fiotent full time Inotruotors and natural great demand for work 
in the first and second ye: ro, ( due to the requirement of two 
years m&urn language for graduat4dn| work in advanced Sp aish 
and Trench had to be condensed* She closes have been too large* 
but we expect that with the promised additional members on the 
staff, classes will be smaller In number and the uality of work 
be better* It is unfortunate that class room accomodations are 
no better since we were compelled to meet students in different 
rooms on various days and in various buildings.
Through lack of fdndo the necessary additions in boo; s to 
the library could not be made, and very few books could be 
purchased*
F* C. Scheuck 
Chai±mnn
D ep artm ent o f P h y s ic a l x .d u ca tio i:i.
The ^eparti ^nt of Puyslcal hd.ucatj.on has carried out tuis year as far 
as uas "been possible the plans submitted to you a year ago. xn every 
phase of the departnientax worK,atnlctlus both m t r a  nuaj. «nd mtercoileg- 
jate,gyi nasium ciaaa worn.,examinations and tile work of tuc major department 
tne work has heen beut^.r correlated tuan in the pa t and -<• beixeve uas 
secured mucn befct-r results. Tne future u.eveiopm„nt of -ho Department 
uepcnus entirely eh tho a aition uf new members t- the teaching iurce 
and mure adequate facilities•
The Department graduated this y^ar six major wuo are well prepared to 
tako up the ffurii of -Physical nducauiou m  our nigh scuooxs an«. most of 
tnoSe have already secured goou positions.
~ne lussof ^is -^eyda is a serious biuw t- tho bepai’tment as her 
services to botn the Department and tu the University in general have 
been very valuable. All of her work has "been carried on this year 
Witn tne USS scu Ce uf Only two Stude-tS.
,*e audition of M r . b a n s m g  t- the Department m  the capacity uf 
drauuate manager of ■“■E'uletico uas relieve me of mucn of tut detail clerical 
work and hi^ position shoulu. by all moans be continued*
ff. E. SCHREIb f r
Chairman
THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA 
IU O U L A  Q T A T F  I I NIIVFR^ITY * TA T*  COLLEGE OF A G R IC U LTU R E
A T  B U T T E  I I —  W I X 1  V  L ^ l  1  I  A N D  M E C H A N IC  A R T S  A T  B O Z E M A N
M IS S O U LA  S T A T E  N O R M A L  C O L L ID E  A T  D IL L O N
AHUUAL REPORT 
EEPARTliKEJT OP SEYQICS 
1920 - 1921
lhe work which the department of physics has 
tried to do divides itself into three parts* the first 
is concerned with the work among the students, the 
second with the industries of the state and the third 
with the department*s place in the scientific world* 
wiring the past year the chief emphasis has been placed
S'1?? the student sail hut little has been done wit® the latter two*
». „ S5e ^  department in its work with thestudents is two fold. The training of those who desire 
a general view ofi the swbjectand of those who wish a 
thorough Knowledge of the principles and laws of physiCB.
The work of the departmmt is fundamerisl to that 
of many of the other sciences and is a required subject 
for those students who are preparing to enter the 
study of medicine or of engineering. To meet the needs 
of these students a general course chntinuing through 
three quarters has been offered* In addition to this 
a special course is offered for those who are majoring 
in home economics. In this course those physical 
laws and principles which are applied in the household 
are studied.
In order that the major students of tie department 
should secure the proper attitude toward their work 
as a life work it is essential that some research 
work he started by the department ani pursued as rapidly 
as is possible. A start haw been made this Fear, A prob­
lem has been outlined and construction of the apparatus 
has been begun. The problem in question is the exact 
production and measurement of time intervals. Hie 
application of this to an electric motor to secure 
constant speed contrdl is being developed.lt is then 
planned to apply tgdLs in the study of the mutual 
induction in electric circuits*
A small amount of work had been done for the industies 
of the state. This has been entirely in the form of 
consultations. She ladk of equipment has hindered us 
in rendering the assistance which, we should have given.
It has compelled us to refuse to give help in two import­
ant problems which were referred to us.
I. M. RAPP
Chairman
T H E  U N IV E R S IT Y  O F  M O N T A N A
■ T A T I  U N IV E R S IT Y  A T  M IS S O U L A  
■ T A T E  S C H O O L  O F  M IN C E  A T  B U T T E S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y
M IS S O U LA
STATE C O LLEO E OF A a  R l CU LTU R E
A N D  M E C H A N IC  A R T S  A T  B O X E U A K
D E P A R T M E N T  O F  P B Y C H O L O O Y
July 12, 1921.
To President Sisson, 
He. Annual Heport.
77k\ *'-T
* * ■« h r**uf 1
L ^  
MssouL
During the year 1920-21 there were 381 enrollments 
in the department of psychology. These include 345 Enroll­
ments in the various fundamental courses, namely, general, 
experimental, genetic, social and abnormal psychology. The 
other 36 enrollments were in the various courses in applied 
psychology.
The department of psychology has cooperated with the 
public schools of Missoula And Missoula county in conducting 
a thorough mental survey. Similar surveys have been made in 
connection with this department in a number of smaller towns.
The department was represented on the program of the 
Montana State Teachers1 Association at Billings and of the 
Inland Empire Teachers* Association at Spokane. At the former 
meeting a paper was read before the County Superintendents* 
section on a "Mental and Physical Health Project", and at the 
latter meeting a paper was read before the rural school and 
County Superintendents’ section on "A Mental Survey of Rural 
Schools" and a report of the Monroe Silent Reading Test was 
made before the general meeting.
T H E  U N IV E R S IT Y  O F  M O N T A N A
■ T A T *  U N IV IC A A IT r  A T  M M O U L A  
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June 9, 1921
To: President E. 0. Sisson 
Rg: Material for Annual Report
from the •School of Business Administration
In reply to your request of June 1, 1921, I have the 
following to say:-
Senior College. The most significant event of the year for the 
School of Business Administration was the approval by the Faculty, 
May 17, 1^21 of a recommendation of the dean of the school mafcing 
it a senior College. That is, hereafter no student will he ac­
cepted for registration in the School of Business Administration 
unless he has completed two years of work in the University of 
Montana or some other school of approved standing.
Enrollment. The enrollment in the school has increased steadily, 
the largest enrollment being one hundred sixty-eight in the 
winter quarter. The elimination of Freshmen and Sophomores from 
registration in the School will reduce the enrollment. However, 
it seems likely that the registration of Juniors and Seniors will 
be not less than fifty-two
Graduates .■ The school graduated ten seniors ̂ which is more than 
one-fifth of the whole number of bachelorHj^fegrees granted at 
this commencement. All of these graduates are either located 
for next year or have made plans to take graduate work in some in­
stitution of learning.
Reeds. The greatest need is for Additional advanced courses.
Also the courses in Accounting are much overcrowded.
Yours very truly
Dean af (fhe School ofs  
Business administration
S JC :B
■ T A T *  U N rv E R B lT V  A T  M lB B O a U A  
■ T A T I  S C H O O L  0 ^  M IN E S  A T  B U T T E
June 6, 19£1
The President 
State University 
Missoula, Montana
J U N
T H E  U N IV E R S IT Y  O F  M O N T A N A  * . . .
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M IS S O U LA  S T A T E  N O R M A L  COLLEGE A T  P IL L O N
■y/ Q
Dear Sir:
Herewith is annual report covering; the 
current year for the School of .Storestry.
In the school year ending June 11, 1921 
the School of Storestry, has experienced 
the heaviest enrollment in its history.
More than 150 students were registered 
during the year. Of these o0 were special 
Short course students in the Ranger School, 
some 60 were regular students and some 60 
were disablea soldidrs sent here as special 
students pnder the auspices of the Jtoderal 
Board for Vocational Education. The heav­
iest enrollment was in the winter quarter 
when we registered nearly 140 Btudents.
Of the 60 regular students nearly three- 
fourths came from other states. The Ranger 
School students were mostly employees of 
the government forest Service, intent u-uon 
iTOroving their training as a means for 
advancement. The federal Board students 
are sent to us from training centers all 
over the United States.
We enrolled during the year four Philip-ino 
students. Three of these are officers of 
the Phillipine forestry Service, sent to us 
by their government. One of these graduated 
in the winter quarter and is now a graduate 
student for the master1 s- degree a-t Cornell.
,'e have also one student each from Canada,
Hew Zealand and Alaska.
Two seniors were graduated at the end of 
the Winter quarter, five in June, and two 
more v ill graduate in the Summer quarte: t 
making a total of nine graduates for the year.
Of t1 e senior class three-fourths are students 
who transfered to this school from colleges_ 
in other states. About one-half o- our Junior 
class, one-third of our sophomore class and 
several freshmen transfered to this school 
from colleges and Universities in other stateb .
JL£~-
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We consider this a remarkable record and 
evidence the refutation which the School 
enjoys.
More than 100 of our students have been placed 
in practical forestry work of training value 
"or the summer,
The school has heen crowded into inaderua-te 
quarters awaiting construction of a new build?- 
ing. To find more room we have moved into the 
east and west wings of the hospital building, 
usi p the wards for drawing rooms;
The school has been handicapped by inadequate 
equippment, lack of laboratory and in my opin­
ion, an inferior teaching force. I do not be­
lieve that the quality of our teaching nor^ the 
standards of scholarship maintained have quite 
measured up to the reputation which we enjoy.
This condition in our faculty is being improved. 
It has been found necessary ^or this summer to 
provide v ork in a summer quarter for the bene­
fit of some federal Board Students who are not 
yet qualified for field work.
We expect for next fall an increased enroll­
ment of both regular srtudents and federal board 
students. We shall probably maintain an en­
rollment of from 1?5 to 150 students, with a 
registration reachingl70 to 180 students during 
the ranger school
he an
I* f p a T H E  U N IV E R S IT Y  O F  M O N T A N A
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Jjj&flg 1 -Of Journalism
Uhero has been no expansion of the rang? of the uork in the school 
of journalism during the year, axeapt ouch as was possible by going 
further into the: details and the background of subjects contained in 
courses already scheduled* Ihis was done to a considerable extent with good 
ib suits.
In enrollment there uas csterial increase, The freshman class numbered 
morrT than 50. 5?he sophomore class contained 35 students; this class had nurfiw 
bered 48 as freshmen.
Ehe quarters of the school in the old Harcus Cook barracks have been 
ample in else and convenient in arrangement, lacking only equipment to 
make them entirely satis actory, except in the natter of heating, if it 
is possible provision Should bo nudo for steam heat in the building,
11b spirit of' the students has boon fire, 'fhe success of thoso who have 
gone from the ochool into active newspaper work has been oncouraging*
A. 1. STOlffi
Dean
C. TJ. LEAF KART, Leaa
The total number of students tahing law Jchool courses 
this year was sixty-five. Cf these thirty-six were first year 
students or students from other departments taking first year
4
law work, twenty-three were second year‘"student s, six we re 
third year1' students. The effects of the suspension of the 
activities of the Law Jchool during the war were still felt.
Only two students completed the course during the session of 
1920-21. In addition there are three who will probably have 
completed their courses at the end of the summer session. The 
third year class next year should produce the normal number 
of graduates.
The maximum number of hours in which a student may enroll 
has been reduced to fifteen. The number of hours required for 
a degree has been reduced from one hundred and twenty-seven to 
one hundred twenty-six. This requirement, which is rather heavy 
for a law school, is made necessary by reason of the extra 
effort spent in practice work in order to bridge the gap be­
tween the Law r.chool and the practice of the law.
In addition to the regular schedule of classes a series 
of special lectures by leading members of the bench and bar of 
Montana have been arranged for the session of 1921-22. The list 
of lecturers includes Chief Justice Theodore Brantley of the 
Supreme Court of Montana, Judge Albert P. Stark of Livingston,
Judge J.P.Leslie of Great Falls, and attorneys Lew L. Oallowayof
Great Falls, 77m. Soallon, H.h.Gunn and Ed.Tocmey of Helena, L.D 
Evans and Sidney Banner of Butte and W.H.Johnstaa of Billings*
Annual Report 
School of Music
The past year saw a decided increase in number of students 
enrolled in the School of Music. Ue contend that with proper 
equipment the School of Music can bo made self supporting; the 
fees from voice, piano, and violin lessons amounted to *,6,624.50. 
Fees from Miss Swensonfs students j.lone amounted to §2 ,3 6 2 .0 0 ,
§262 more than Miss Swenson received from the state.
The faculty and studentB of tho School of Music have 
furnished music for all University functions, including track and 
commencement weeks.
ffith a few exceptions, student recitals were held every 
Wednesday in Mr. Smith*s studio. These reoltals were for music 
students only. Several public recitals were held in tho auditor­
ium. The Women’s nice Club of 40 voioes, under the direction 
of Miss Gardner, and tho Choral Society, under the direction of 
Mr* Smith, gave successful public performances.
A symphony orchestra of fifty-two members under the direction 
of Hr. Weisberg was organised during the fall quarter. Three 
concerts were given; the first in December in the liberty Theatre 
with soloists from a School of Music; the second was given in 
February in the new high school auditorium, with Kathleen Barlow, 
the greatest living woman violinist, as guest soloist. The 
final concert of the year was given May 27th, in the hew Wilma 
theatre where all future programs will be given. The orchestra 
was a success from the start.
The annual tour of the State University Glee Club was made 
during the month of April with Miss Berry and Mr. Smith as soloists. 
The men sang in all the larger oities of the state and were well 
received* with one exception (Helena), #irge audiences greeted 
the singers^ the tour was a financial and artistic success.
Mr. Smith organised and conducted community oonoerts during 
the fall and winter. The audiences numbered from six hundred to 
one thousand people at each concert. Frequently students from 
the School of Music appeared as soloists. This work will bo con­
tinued next year.
DEL03 5 SHITE 
De an
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Re: Annual Report of the School of Pharmacy 
To: The President
The School has completed its 14th year during which the 
following items seam worthy of mention.
The largest first year class in the history of the school 
was enrolled and one tenth of the degrees granted by the State 
Uhiversily in Jund were to pharmacy students.
Two courses were given in pharmacy far third year 
students for the first time with five students enrolled in each.
The semi-annual State Board of Pharmacy examination was 
held in the pharmacy rooms in April. More than one-half of the 
applicants were students of the school and all seniors were 
successful. One of our students made the highest general 
average although there were applicants from other states and 
schools.
Graduates of thB school are uniformally successful and 
are in demand. Several have received degrees in Medicine and 
Dentistry, One has completed an advanced degree in one of our 
largest and best equipped university Pharmacy Sohools. Several 
own their own stores. One of our graduates recently purchased 
a one-third interest in one of Montana's oldest and largest 
wholesale and retail drug firms.
Three of this year's graduates are sons of prominent 
Montana Pharmacists.
The Fairchild Scholarship Examination was taken June 11, 
1921/by one of our students. This is a competitive examination 
open to students who are high school graduates and first year 
students in Schools of Pharmacy holding membership in the 
American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties.
Cooperation of the Pharmacy schools of the Uorthwest 
states was strengthened by our attendance of the Conference of 
De'ns of the Schools of Washingt on, Oregon and Montana held at 
Portland, Oregon in December 1921. A survey of 1he curricula 
of these sohools revealed the fact that in scope the courses 
were almost identical.
A closer relationship of the school and the Montana ■ State 
Pharmaceutical Association was established at the 26th annual 
meeting in Helena, July 19-20, 192L. The work of the school 
was endorsed, annual scholarship prizes amounting to ^100 were 
established and special lecturers at the expense of the associa­
tion were secured.
/■
V.
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Measures 16 and 19 were actively supported by the 
school through its constituency. This was secured by mailing 
to each a circular calling attention to the needs of the 
school and promising adequate support if tbese measures carried.
The School hoi as membership in the United States Pharmacopoeial 
Corporation through its Dean and a member of its Alumni. This is 
the first and only scientific body in Montana holding membership 
in this corporation which revises every ten years the Pharma­
copoeia; the government standard for drugs and medicines.
Inadequate salaries, cramped quarters and a lack of facilities 
are circumscribing the progress and developnent of the school amt the activities of the faculty.
Respectfully submitted,
2  ? - &
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The President, 
University of Montana, 
Missoula,
Dear sir,-
September 9, 192,
FTATE UNIVERSITY of MONTANA
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The call for an annual report having missed me 
prior to my departure for sunnier duty on June 4th, I sub­
mit, rather tardily, the following ;
Altho hampered by a complete lack of facilities 
for indoor drill the Corps of Cadets made considerable 
progress during the year and a commendable showing at the 
end of the year.
The drill field was improved somewhat on Aber 
Day but still needs soneiderable enlargement and improve^ 
ment. This can be done by spreading cinders over the rough 
section. In view of the fact that the Corps will be greatly 
enlarged this fall this should be done as soon as possible.
I renew my recommendation that the Advanced Course 
students (3d and 4th years) be granted 2 credits per quarter 
for their work. The War Department requires five hours per 
freek of them, for which they now receive but one credit, and 
they will gladly takB an additional hour to get the two credits. 
The work well deserves these credits.
In view of my relief and early departure from the 
University I takB this opportunity to express my appreciation 
of the assistance rendered and consideration shown me while hers. 
It has been a valuable and pleasant experience.
With best wishes for the continued growth and in­
creased usefulness of the University, I remain,
Very Bincerely,
AX( A n
Major, U.S. Aimy
a  Bwvsrarf «f *w w "
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LIB R A R Y
During the absence on leave of the librarian, her work 
was carried on by other members of the staff. The most 
important technical work during the year has been the instal­
lation of a new card charging system at the loan desk, which 
should be in complete operation ve*-y shortly.
We continue to receive frequent letters asking information 
on the establish/ment and care of school and public libraries. 
There is a project to issue a university bulletin on this 
subject, in cooperation with the English department, but lack 
of time has thus far prevented its completion. There is great 
need for a library organizer, and for the library training 
course. Until the teaching ceases to be a side issue during 
the college year, we shall not attract numbers of high-grade 
students to the department. This is regrettable, since there is 
a demand for trained librarians familiar with Montana life and 
conditions.
The constant and unsolicited growth of the extension or 
"package library" service makes it imperative either to 
provide resources for conducting it, or to discontinue it for 
the present. The work is in many states done by a state 
library or commission. In Montana it has naturally developed 
as a university activity, and must be so recognized and 
provided for. About 500 volumes have been sent out by mail 
during the academic year. Borrowers pay postage, since we 
have no appropriation for this work. The usual requests are 
material for debates, correspondence study books, club programs, 
and information on public questions for community organizations. 
Much more could be sent out if these requests were not often 
for material needed for the college work here. We have also 
supplied, somewhat inadequately, books for several graduate 
students of other institutions living temporarily in Montana.
Some progress has been made this year in renewing lab&ls, 
repairing or rebinding worn volumes, etc. but much more needs 
to be done. The selection of an "open-shelf" collection and the 
construction of corresponding records should be accomplished, 
among other things, before moving into the new building.
Similar preparation is necessary for special collections to 
be shelved elsewhere than in the main stack. The long-neglected 
inventory of department libraries has been inevitably postponed 
once more,
The library has been a contributing subscriber to the new 
"Checklist of Pacific-Northwest literature," to be published 
shortly under the direction of Mr. C.W,Smith of Seattle} a 
most valuable piece of bibliography.
One of the most difficult problems, increased by the 
crowded conditions, id the matter of quiet in the reading room.
I feel that no solution can be reached in this building, unless 
the matter is taken up by the students themselves.
All members of the library staff, and students and 
faculty who use the library, are looking forward to the com­
pletion of the new library building, and it is earnestly hoped 
that no effort will be- spared to make the building thoroughly 
comfortable, convenient and workable.
?  f Acting libra W o -
HEPOHT OP THE COHHESPOITDEITCE STUDY DSPAET-MEKT
July 1, 1"21
The past year has been marked "by a continued 
gro\rth in the Correspondence Study Department.' One 
hundred and eighty-seven students have been enrolled 
in the departmentt an increase of thirty-nine' over 
last .ear. Fifty-eight students were registered in 
two or more courses, thus bringing the total number 
of reg' stratioi.s in force up to two hundred and sixty- 
nine. At present one hundred and seventeen are doing 
work in this department, twenty-five of them being 
enrolled in two or more subjects, with a total number 
of registrations of one hundred and forty-six.
The departments of History, Psychology and 
Eaucat'on have the largest enrollments. This is 
probably due to the f* e-t that most of the Correspondence 
Study students are teacher:, and it is in those depart­
ments that certificate subjects are given. Many other 
courses are ta :en by students wishing to earn credit 
toward graduation, and some by students wishing to earn 
entra :ce crec ' .
There is an increasing demand for subjects which 
are not now given by correspondence, host of these 
requests have been for subjects from the department of 
Busine 'S Administration and English.
ffILM 3SRVI0E
The State U.diversity has "been the distributing center for schools 
and other educational agencies of about 100 reels of motion pictures. 
Most of these were secured from the United States Bureau of Education 
and concern war activities. There were a few industrial films supplied 
by educational film agencies. A H  films were distributed free, the 
e^hibifors paying only transportation ohargeB. About 25 sohools ana 
other educational organizations used these films during the year.
The whole problem of educational film service was investigated 
during the past year with a view of discovering the best sources of 
supply of films, the demand of the sohools of the state, and the best 
mtthod of distribution to meet this demand, flans have been worked 
out for a considerable extension of service for the coming year: the 
University will probably purchase a number of high olass pictures to 
be rented to the eduoational and welfare organizations of the Btate.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF REOtBunHDATIOHS 
From September lj 1920 to July 1,1921
Kind of Position
English.............. .
History  ...........
Mathematics.......... .
Science...............
Library w o r k ...........
Social science other then 
History
Teacher Training  ....
Manual Training   ......
Home Economics ..........
Agriculture....... .
Music, Orchestra, etc. «•
A r t ............. .......
Physical Education and 
Play Ground
Commercial subjects ....
College positions .....
Latin...... ...........
Modem Languages.......
French ............
Spanish  .......
German............
Miscellaneous positions .. 
Debating & Public Speaking
Athletics  ............
Unspecified  ........
Grammar grades  .....
Departmental..... .
7th aud 8th
Intermediate .
Fri iory  .....
Kindergarten.......
Rural Schools  .........
Princ Ipalships  ......
Superintendents.........
Assistant Principalships .
Totals
Calls to teach 
one subject 
exclusively
Colls to teach 
particular sub­
jects in c cmbina- 
 tion _____
Acceptance
by
subject
5 26 9
3 25 9
2 23 7
1 15 3
0 0 1
0 3 5
1 2 0
1 4 1
7 9 1
0 0 0
0 5 1
0 1 0
0 2 1
2 13 1
0 0 0
1 5 1
0 1 1
0 5 3
0 6 2
0 0 0
2 3 1
0 3 1
0 10 2
0 0 0
4
1 1 4
3 3 4
7 0 2
4 0 0
0 0 0
5 0 0
2 4 5
1 1 2
1 1 __1 _
49 171 70
3 -
The column "Acceptance by Subject" indicates the actual 
work which is to be done by the teachers placed from this office 
during this period so far as it has been able to determine it.
In addition to the plooiiigs shown here, there has been much 
assistance giv n to school officials in looking up the creden­
tials of applicants. This has come to be the avenue thru which 
persons applying for certi ioates of higher grade place their 
credentials before the State Superintendent.
The total number of elections secure, directly thru this 
office during this period is 40 and the number actuedly placed 
thru th e  office is 23. In addition to this there are others who 
have aocepted positions secure thru the oooperatijn of the 
office where not all the correspondence was handled thru this 
office. i
You will note that this report Is nade in the center of 
the period when ausiness is most active in this office, and we 
now have approximately fifty candidates being considered. Hore 
delay has been seen in teachers signing contracts this year than 
for many years as there seems to be an attempt on the part of 
the school officials to lower salaries and the teachers are de- 
• laying acceptance until they are satisfied on the salary question*
Very sincerely,
irman, Board. n,  of 
Hoc qrcrpn nd at ions
PHYSICAL PLiHT
The administration of the PhysiaaX Plant 
was placed in the Business Office during the year. 
This office handles matters connected with the 
operation of the plant.
Mr. T. 0. Swearingen, a graduate of the 
University in the olasB of iy20, has been employed 
as Maintenance Engineer. His dutieB consist of pre­
paration of maps and plans of building and campus, 
planning and supervision of repairs, oversight of 
upkeep of the plant.
AHHUAL REPORT OP RE SI DEUCE HALLS 
1929 - 19 21
Craig Hall
During the faL 1 and winter quarters all student rooms 
(accommodating 70 girls in all) were filled, with a number of 
names on the waiting list. At the beginning of the spring quar­
ter it was found necessary to set aside one room as a hospital and 
guest room. In addition to these students living in the hall, 
from fifty to sixty nonresident students were served in the 
dining rocm. At the beginning of the spring quarter, when Simp­
kins Hall dining roan was closed, this number was increased to 
eighty-five, making a total of some one hundred and fifty-five 
and taxing the capacity of the dining-roan.
Students have been employed in the dining roan and kitchen, 
in general office and janitorial work, receiving their board in 
exchange for three hours work a day. So far as possible all 
extra work has been given £o students.
The health of the girls, on the whole, has been very good 
due in great measure to the care of Mrs. LeClaire, university 
nurse.
Repairb and replacements amounting to $ were made be­
fore the opening of the Hall in September, 1920, and during the 
winter some necessary electrical equipment was added. All were 
paid for from Hall funds. Because of the shortage of funds, very 
few replacements of dining room and kitchen equipment were made, 
but before another year it will be necess; ry to make a number of 
replacements of worn-out equipment in order to put the kitchen and 
dining room in good working condition.
Efforts have been made to.put this department on a good 
business basis and to systematize the office work as much as 
possible. Monthly statements of the financial standing of the 
halls have been furnished by the Business Office, and a system of 
careful checkirg of food supplies is being worked out.
Simpkins Hall Dining-room
This dining-room was operated during the fall and winter 
auarters chiefly for the accommodation of the men living in the 
barracks. A number of transient guests were cared for at 1he 
noon hour. At the close of the winter quarter the number served 
was so reduced by the foresters and other men leavirg the campus 
to take up spring and summer work that it seemed advisable to 
close the dining-room.
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All work, other than the actual cooking, was done by 
students and up to seventeen men were employed in thiB way.
Dub to lack of funds, no new equipment was added last year aid 
this necessitated a large overhead expense in student labor.
A table for football men was maintained during the foot­
ball season. This was found to take so much of the cook's time 
from her regular work that it is thought not advisable to carry it on another year.
The hall opened with a deficit in September and was in­
creased during the year. This was due in part to lack of 
necessary equipment to put the kitchen on an efficient working 
basis, and in part to the extravagance of the head cook who was 
discharged in December. With the addition of sufficient equi- 
ment this fall to put the department cn a more nearly efficient 
working basis, it is thought that the dining rocm can be made 
self-supporting the coming year.
(Signed) Inez Vjiozorth
# Direct or of Residence Halls
SIMPKINS HALL
July 14, 1921
The governing of Simpkins Hall during the year 1920-21, 
while not carried on as originally planned, was effective 
insofar as the general conduct of the Hall was concerned.
The original plan of the EimpkinB Hall Club, with its 
elected officers and house-committeamen gave way thru lack 
of interest to the house manager's supervision and a common 
understanding amongst the residents that their self-made house 
ruleB would be striotly enforced. It was upon this basis that 
Simpkins Hall "sailed'!the seas" during the latter half of last 
year, Each man was given to understand that if the house rules 
were too strict for him, or that he could not comply with them, 
he was at liberty to move, Stirthermore he was given to under­
stand that if anything occurred detrimental to himself or to 
the general welfare of the Hall, he had recourse to the house 
manager, who would, if the matter could not be settled off-hand, 
call a meeting of the resident body to decide the question,
ThiB, in effect, was virtually self-government, altho we 
actually had no organized governing body, and seemed to work 
more successfully and with less friction than with dub officers 
and house committeemen.
WH, C. JOHNS TO IT 
Manager
STUDBHT EMPLOYMSHT
During the past year about SQO studenta held regular 
Jobe with a monthly income totaling $7,500.00. At least 60 
more earned a considerable sum working at odd Jobs. It is 
safe to estimate that students' earnings during the school 
year tataled not less than $75,000.00.
The University has afforded much opportunity to self- 
supporting Btudents by employing them as stenographers, 
typists, waiterB, Janitors, laboratory and library assist­
ants, eto. Many students work for board and room in private 
homes. Odd Jobs of every nature are dona. Thru the co­
operation of the Chamber of Qommsroe, the Women's Club, and 
other Missoula organisations, the Siudeat Employment Secre­
tary has been able to successfully bring together the employer 
and the job seeking student.
It has been impossible to promise or find employment for 
every student as soon as he has arrived at the University; 
but a student with a genuine desire to work soon becomes 
employed. During the past year, so fax as is known to Univ­
ersity Officers, no hard-working student, who came with suf­
ficient money to pay necessary e^peneeB for the first two 
quarters, and did not let unnecessary activities Interfere 
with his employment, was obliged to withdraw from the Univer­
sity because he could not find work to earn his way.
The widespread condition of unemployment and general 
economic depression will no doubt be felt in the fall when 
work is being sought for Btudents. However, with slightly 
improved oonditionB (as evidenced by a recent government 
report) and with a painstaking canvass for jobs, it is hoped 
that sufficient employment can be found that the record of 
last year cun at least be maintained, and, if possible, 
heightened.
Student Employment Secretary.
With, the appointment of a permanent co-ordinator at 
the University in April, the supervision of, and the responsi­
bility for the vocational students were taken from the officers 
of the University who had unselfishly and admirably assumed the 
responsibility for these students pending the appointment of a 
government representative for that purpose.
The work of the students under the federal Board control 
has proved satisfactory as a whole, and several men have ranked 
as honor students in the University. However, a number of ad­
justments and removals have had to be made with students who 
could not compete with the average, partly from improper founda­
tions for the work, partly through the handicap of disability in­
curred in the service. The average number of vocational students 
during the year has been 95, of which the School of forestry has the largest proportion.
for the summer quarter of 1921 there were 19 students left 
in the School of forestry, students with not quite the proper 
amount of work to their credit for field work, for these men 
the Vocational Summer School of forestry was fanned, and courses 
given with the view of making the school as nearly as possible a 
field school, so that all the elements of summer field training 
have been preserved. So far the plan has proved most satisfac­
tory. Thirty-five vocational students in the School of forestry 
are at present placed with the forestry Service in summer train­
ing, many of them in positions of more than ordinary trust.
An effort is being made to raise the standard of the voca­
tional students to that of the regular students. Whereas many 
are enrolled as regular students, nevertheless many others were 
accepted by the University as specials, so, to overcome this 
condition as much as possible, the special students are encour­
aged to make up entrance conditions. With those who are naiw 
applying for instruction in the University, a much higier stand­
ard is demanded than before. The result should be that much 
less special instruction should be necessary, and less of a dis­
tinction will be made between the regular and the vocational students.
(Signed) Allen Swift, Co-ordinator
federal Board for Vocational 
Training
July 19, 1921
T.o: President E.O,Sisson 
He: Inter scholastic Meet
The Eighteenth Annual Inter scholastic 
Track and Eield Meet was held from the 10th to 
the 14th of May, 1921, In point of attendance 
and participants, the Meet was the largest ever 
held. The financial statement is attached to 
this report. Owirg to the fact that the hills 
were not all paid until just recently, this re­
port has been delayed,
(Signed) J.P.Rowe
Chairman, Interscholastic Meet
IETEHS CHOI A ST 1 0
March 1, 1921 to June 30, 19 21
Income:
Balance, March 1, 1921 ................... $1,208.09
Gate receipts & donations ....$5302.44
State appropriation .........  300.00
Total receipts ............................ 5,602.44
6,810.53
Expenditures:
Operat ion:
local revolving fund .....  $5249.73
State appropriation ...... 289.69
Total expenditures ......................
Balance, June 30, 1921 .....................
Less reversion, state appropriation .....
Balance, local Interscholastic Eund, Julyl, *21
5.539.42
1,271.11
10.31
1,260.80
Detail of Expenditures
Railroad Rare ......... $3000.00
Meals ................  943.30
lodging ..............  368.10
Postage ..............  2 8.70
Stationery ...........  60.01
Telephone ............  11.90
General supplies ..... 518.38
labor ................  188.32
Printing.............  420.71 $5539,42
Bills out standing-
Raymond Rooms .... 14.50
Bloomfield* Indiana 
July 17* 19 El
President K.O*Sisson 
University of Montana 
Missoula .Montana
My dear President Bisson;
During the year 1980-21 tie Committee on Admission and 
Begistratlon undertook a careful study to determine the value 
of credits from all types of secondary sohodls, Junior col­
leges and colleges and universities* It has adopted a system 
that apparently covers all types of credit presented by stud­
ents at the University of Montana*
The Committee also started an investigation load iqg twords 
a requirement of work of a distinctly advanced character far all 
oandldates for graduation*
The Committee ha a also been active in getting students to 
remove all their restricted electives in the early part of their 
oourBe so as to remove any excuse for waiving these electives 
when the student comes up fbr graduation*
The Committee has also been entrusted with the adminis­
tration of the Quarter Plan* There is son© division of opinion 
as to whether the year dhould be divided into two or throe 
tezmB but the other features of the pi on seem to have the 
unanimous support of the faculty*
(Signed) Paul 0.Phillips*
Chairmen* Committee on 
Admission & Begistratlon
j i >■ ' !.:• 1 ' ■ ■ >....
University of Montana , „uuN 1 e 19-21MISSOULA
THE STATE UNIVERSITY . n.'1 < fJ 1uniat June 14, 1921 *
Annual Heport on Archives.
The nucleus of the Archives of the State University of 
Montana is a large number of bulletins, reports, pamphlets, 
eto. which have been assembled in three or more places about 
the University. While these publications may not have a great 
money value yet each has a certain importance.
An effort has been made to obtain for the Archives all 
University publications to date, including bulletins, programs, 
announcements, material issued by University professors, and 
about University matters. If these things can be consistently 
obtained at the time of their appearance future effort will be 
greatly minimized when it will be desirable to have as complete 
a file as possible of such publications.
Mo definite plan of caring for the Archives has been 
possible and cannot be possible until the collection can be 
brought together and arranged in some manner so that it can be 
used* There are calls fron) time to time for this material and 
if space could be allowed, the collection earefully listed and 
cataloged, an increasing usefulness would at once be manifest* 
fl recommend that .the Archives be given...a space in the prospec­
t i v e  library building, and that some appropriate budget allow- 
Nance be made to cover the cost of properly classifying and 
cataloging the material and to use in binding miscellany in the 
collection which it would be impossible to replace if lost or 
de stroyed*
Chairman, Archives Committee
A t h le t ic  comtuibt eo
Tiie Faculty -&tnietic Uoi!imitt«e the past year Has adopted a new methou or 
handling eligibility of* studei-ts. /TĴ n are ll0« declared eligible ^cl in 
tho=>etf cases where they may be cie ariy Ineligible tneir names are not 
even considered by tne Committee. -Ln other wurds no man is d„ciareu 
in exigible. we believe tne effect uf thru. plan 1b good at least 
from the standpoint of publicity. Tne Committee is glad tu report
than conditions of eiigibxiity have n.ver been butter in the history of 
tne University. mis condition is evidenced by the reports or tne 
Registrar in basketball baseball and tracic in wiiicn c^sus not <a single mem­
ber uf tne squad presented nad a deficiency against him for tne predeeding 
term. m e  scnoiarshxp stanuarujr of tne athletic teams navv risen 
until it is nor,' cons iderabiy nigher than the general University average, 
an exceedingly n-aithy condition.
m e  new p an uf tne g. a^uate manager had proven tu be mor^ tnan 
satisfactory. For tn first time m  tile history of athletics tne 
college year will be finished with a balance in the treasury,tnere 
being on hand â  the present time about five hundred dollars(not for 
publication)
T7. E. 3 CHE El BEE
Chairman.
¥ f
June 9, 1921
To: President P. 0. Sisson
Be: Material for Annual Report from
the P.P.A. Committee
The C. P. A. Committee has the following to report for 
the pear ending June 30, 1921 .
1. There were four applications for examination for the 
C. P. A. certificate. Three took examination; of whom one 
did not pass, and the returns from the other two are not 
yet in.
2. The Committee conducted a hearing on a case of alleged 
unprofessional conduct. The accused was acquitted because 
of the unsatisfactory state of the evidence.
3. In defining the qualifi cations of candidates for the 
C. P. A. degree, Section 1 of Chapter 72 of the Laws of the 
Sixteenth Legislative Assembly states that the applicant 
shall be " a graduate of a high school with a four years 
course or possessed of an equivalent education". The 
Committee laid down the policy that passing University en­
trance examinations in fifteen units, would be considered 
sufficient evidence of an "equivalent education".
■ Yours very truly,
S. J. coou
Chairman of the
C. P. A. Committee
FINANCIAL REP OR 5? OP SHE COMMITTEE Oil FACULTY 
AFFAIRS FOR 1920-1921
RECEIPTS
Balance on Land last report - - - - - - - - -  - $105.42
Assessments collected
1919-1920 from 12 members 3n*o
1920-1921 " 44 "
Total receipts v275.97
EXPENSES
Flowers
Ormsby §15 .00
Craighead 35.00
Pope 20.00. _ 70.00
Univ. Measures campaign 
fund 111.00
Telegram to governor 4.17
Pinner to Sissons------------ §^50---
Total expenses 193.67 — 19 3.67
Balance on hand June 9th 19 21------ 02.30
Number of members not contributing
(Christensen 
4 (Burge e 
(Spaulding 
(She els
Note: Fisher’s contribution sent to Brewer
(Signed) E.F.A. Carey
6/14/21
Checked with hr. Carey's 
booh entrie s .
Bus. Offi ce 
M.F.U.
C0IJ1112? SEE OS GEADUA ,E  T70EK
For the committee on graduate uorh there la nothing 
to report beyond uhst io oontai od in the official records 
of the university* One student trao granted the master of 
arts degree during the year* and a feu other students were 
doing graduate uorlc* The committee prepared a report on 
"Begulations concern.ng Besearch Publications and Graduate 
Uorlc in the State University of Montana0* uh:oh van adopted 
by the faculty.
n* J. 1EBBES
Chairman
n e a lth  Conn x t t  e .
The wurn of the neattn Committee nas largely fallen upuii one person, 
tne chairman, -eaitu coaatioiui among the students as a wnule is very 
good. Dur-aig the .year tac epidemic ui' email pux uad many of them 
to apply to us for vaccination and tnis was none xn aii cases by tne 
Country neuitn uffice without charge to the tne student, 
l'ne installation of a nurse in Craig nail has been «, valuable addxtxon 
to tne work uf tue oommitt. e and spiendiu. oonaxtions nave been in* xntaxiied 
there. Craig “all and the °arraoka are without doubt our puxnts uf 
grvatest danger.
“dvioe aUe. muior medica^ tr atnieiit nas b^en given to a great number uf 
our students by tne Chairman uf thc Committee.
1 wish to again force on y«ur mind the necessity uf a fuxl time nurse 
and pussxbiy a part tune physxeian and aiso the asm that you keep in mtftfCL 
the possibility of establish;^g in one of the jl ew dormatories a small 
ward and dispensary. until such conditons are established I am loatn to 
recommend a student fee but x am convinced tnat with such hea^tu service 
tne students will gladly pay a foe of au least une dollar per quarter 
which sum,about luToc thousand doxiarsywiii pay for the nurse and a 1 urge 
part uf tne necessary supplies.
W, F . SCHEEIBFE
Chairman
July 11. 1981
To: President E.O.Sisson 
fie: fieport for the year 1980-81 
for the Committee on Public 
Kxeroisea.
The small budget and the lack of organization among 
Borthwest colleges and universities are responsible for the dearth 
of speakers on the campus of the State University during 1920-81 
from the outside world. Until these deficiencies are adeTjuately 
met the State University, looated in comparative isolation as it 
is, can hope far little stimulation from the outside by the spoken 
word and the presence of men of accomplishment.
In regard to the second matter, the chairman sent a 
circular letter to all northwest institutions of instruction 
urging the formation of a sort of speaker’s bureau with a paid 
secretary in charge who should bring into our territory rmrmch 'hoT 
lyoeura leotarefe - whose fees are invariably beyond the means of 
our colleges and universities - but men and wcman interested in 
education or in presenting their work and thought to students, who 
would, if properly urged, undertake a tour of the HorthweBt far ̂  
small remuneratlon. Such a eeoretary, looated in Portland or 
Seattle, and probabjy a faculty member of Heed College or the 
University of Oregon or the University of Washington, should know 
(l) the exact amount available in each Institution annually for 
lectures, (2) the amount of money he could expend for telegrams, 
postage, stenographic work, etc. (3) the number of dates each 
institution would care to book each year,and (4) the men and 
women each institution wished to have on its campus. The replies 
to this letter of inquiry recognized the need for some such plan 
and an apparent willingness to cooperate. Such an organization 
could be made if some institution would take the initiative.
He cognizing the situation on the campus the oommittee 
planned on use of local material to fill the need.
(1) Professor Simes of the oommittee organized and ooDe­
ducted anoonferenoe on Life Ideals" which was highly successful.
It w&b probably the event of the year most stimulating to student 
morale. Students attended in large numbers. It should be an 
annual event. Professor SimeB is to be highly commended.
(2) Preceding and following this conference ^resident 
Sisson gave a series of four talks on "Oommunity Conduct."
(3) Major Cron of the oommittee organized and conducted 
a series of town lectures, attendance at which averaged about 
one hundred.
(4) A series of lectures on great men of the world was 
given during the winter months at morning hours, which students 
attended to the average number of fifty. The following professors 
spoke:-
- £  -
Professor JFiSher on John Marshall 
Professor Elrod on Louis Aggassid,
ProfsBBor Cox on Walt Whitman Q 
Lean Stone on Ed Howe
Armistice Lay, Lincoln’s birthday. Charter Lay were 
observed with careful and full ceremonies. A sub-commit tee of 
professors Cox, Merrill, Leyda handled commencement, adding more 
dignity, life and pleasure to the season than characterized the 
last commencement. An alumnus, Mr. G.E.Greenwood.was the speaker 
on commencement day. '
Students have been members of the committee and have 
oooperated well to make convocation successful. More student 
convocations better attended were held this year than during 1919- 
£0. The band and the School of Music aided materially. Ho convoca­
tion habit has yet been established among students.
The auditorium needs repairs and remodeling. At least 
^600 Bhould be spent on it.
The outside speakers of the year were President Scholz 
of Heed College, hr. Levine of Hew York, Mr. H.Jf. Coleman, President 
of the 4L organization, several Miseoula men, Mr. E.C.Heine of 
Seattle, and Principal P.L.Cummings of lewistown.
The chairman believes that some clerk working on a 
smaller salary then he could head the committee more satisfactorily.
H.G JMsrriam,
Chairman on Oommittee 
on Public Exercises
S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y
T H E  U N IV E R S IT Y  O F  M O N T A N A
E T A T E  C O L L E G E  O P  A  D P I C U L T U R E
A N D  M E C H A N IC  A R T S  A T  B O Z E M A N
■ T A T E  N O R M A L  C O L L E O f  A T  D IL L O NM ISSO ULA
S c h o o l  o f  Jo u r n a l i s m
Department of Publicity
[She v/ork of the department of publicity during tm year ixas 
been limited to th3 rout'ne of^ t e publication of service bulletins, the 
scarcity of funds prê o: ting any expansion of the scope of university 
ublication.
An attempt has been mado to systematise the publication of the Be 
service bulletins’, A tentative calendar of publications has been sub­
mitted which will— >it is believed— provide for this publication at dates when 
it trill be moat effective.
More has been accomplished in the way of newspaper ublicity during 
the year than ever before. Effective work in this direction aa been done 
by students in the school of journalism. 2he publication of the WeaKly 
Hews Bulletin has been continued throu£& t ̂e year. Xf it is possible to 
arrange for the issue of niultigraphod copy, it is believed that the 
work in this direction can be made mucji moro of active*
A. L. STONE
Chairman
Annul R e p o r t  o f  S& edale  Committee
Daring the past year the Aihedule Committee has pat into 
effect a revised -tf&dfiile* i' lient features of thijuskedule 
are (1) more recitations in the afternoon than fomerly? (2) 
more laboratory periods*
Ihe principal objects of the net? schedule were efficiency 
in the use of the physical plant and the elimination of schedule 
difficulties on the part of students* This was effected by the 
adoption of more and more five credit and four credit courses 
by the various departments, and b̂  spre ding the classes more 
effectively over the hours of the d:y*
In addition to the formation and publication of the regular 
schedules and the fin;:l examination schedule, the schedule Com­
mittee has (1) supervised matters of room asBignrents, (2) vised 
registrations which were not strictly in ac ordance with printed 
schedules, tS) toted upon application for chcnges in the time of 
giving final examinations*
A* 3. Herrill 
Sec’y
c
Report of the Scholarshi Committee for the Tear 
Ending June 30, 19 21
i’o the President of the State University:
She Committee has spent considerable time in the con­
sideration of important matters pertaining to scholarship, 
hut can point to only one definite achievement for the year: 
vis., the adoption by the faculty 0f our recommendations 
concerning senior examinations and the rules and regulations 
governing them.
In addition to this may be mentioned the discharge of 
routine duties relating to the administration of prises and 
scholarship s.
° ince re ly y o'-'- rs,
J. £. EIEZ’VO Oh
Chairman
£ 3—
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HEPOBT 0? THE STATE FAIR EXHIBIT? 1920.
plans for the exhibit were made late in the year, and it was difficult to
n
get together suitable material for an exhibit. The exhibit aosieted of a 
oolleotlon of Montana ferns and orohide, pressed and mounted under glass, some of 
our oonmon birds represented by skins from the museum, several mioroBOopes
to show bacteria with high power, a oolleotlon of the lioresoopio animals of 
Flathead lake, with enlarged drawings, made at the biologlool station, some 
early Montana papers, under glass, a oolleotlon of many of the publications of 
the faculty, a series of charts to show the relative grades of a largo number 
of students who took the psychology mental tests, and a series of pictures,
enlargements of the campus.
The exhibit was, as usual, dn the second floor of the old agricultural
building. Notwithstanding the poor looation, the same that has been used 
from the beginning of the fair, the number of viditors was quite satisfactory.
So far as could be determined the,exhibit was a credit to the institution.
For the first time the university, represented by portions of the material
from the state university, the agricultural college, and the normal oollege, 
had an exhibit at Billings immediately following the state fair. The looation
was on the main floor, with the agricultural and other exhibits, in a cog epic- 
non position, and was visited by a large number, muoh greater than at Helena. 
The fair was open evenings, whioh helped to make the number of visitors larger. 
It was agreed that the exhibit at Billings waB worth whd}eas a very large number 
of those present were not at Helena, and the University had not previously ox** 
hibited in the eastern part of the state.
Hep o r t  o f S tu d en t Loan Committee
Daring the year loans have been made to 
eighteen students, * sixteen men end two women* 
Seven of these students were seniors, seven 
juniors and four sophomores* The total sum 
loaned was <1,740.00. Seventeen loans were made 
from the Montana Bankers' Association loan ftmd 
and one from the Debra aka Alumni Loan Fund*
Ht*These loans are of great benefit to deserving 
students* Several applications which were 
recommended could not be granted because of in* 
sufficient funds*
P. 0. SMITH
Chairman
I f
July U, 1951
*o * President 2. 0. Glutton 
lie: Statistical iieport of Hegiosrar 
1920-21
O*he ySntxjiiiieal report of sho iiô iotror for the 
year U 20-21 iu fcrarjaiaitSEiO. kd*eT. icii. Jho ropoi't 
oovore tha period beginning wish stio our̂ or quarter, 
1920, and ending wiia the clone of the spring 
quarter, Juno 11 h.
Tise report tmnstai i tea herewith contains tha 
following divisions:
I, ououiary of ^ogietration, 1920-21.
8, Hegiotration of resident students by 
quartern,1919-20 uncf 1920-21.
3 ,  Summary by ooun^isB nod e ta te e .
4* Summary of najor otibjoctefof utudente 
by Junior, Lenio.1, and Oraeuuta stand­
ing in she wdlego of Arte and -clancee 
and all ntiulonie la the ucliaoit.)
5. Uogroas granted, 1920-21.
6, Prsparafcory schools and colleges of 
catering class,19g0-gl.
7, Corretponilonca utufiy.
8 . Crude p o in t cumaaxioiJ {soho lareh ip  
dato) fo r  3full and TVinter q jia rto ro .
9.1 'obtttious and suspensions.
10. ttatioticB of class cnroiltaen
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HEGIS'JHAV IQJJ 0? HK3ILKNT aTtJLjiJf ‘J iJY QUa ^ - ^ S
1919-20 1920-21
Hon TiOraon Total Hon ffoaen Total
S’JKMEH tfUASYlS
Fleet Terra ■ 42 320 362 80 277 V57
Second Term 32 120 160 52 IE5 177
Total âinmer quarter (leoe 
duplicates)
45 345 390“ 83 296 376 +
FALL ;U ITAvl 402 399 801 481 479 960
WIUTLii QUAHTiiH ■ 416 394 810 532 452 984
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Total registration for 
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cates)
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W h -
499 737 1236 665 777 1442
* Sunaer 1919 *k Lummer 1920
PHOUiiTIOH &HD SOSPjSifSlOH .idlPOHS
IS 20-S L
- • H e n touen Total
I?UJab«3r ur etucUnlB placed on Probation---— ----- 7 7 3 6 113
Uumbt.r uf Stud ante roaovod frou Probation-------------- 1 5 6 13
Utl"j j ti­ uf students "’Advisor to v-itiifiravi--------- 6 7 13
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UBGRE^S GRAZiSJEI t 1980-2^ ,,
BACHELOR Off fRTS 
Eojora an follows!
Biology 
• Bnolzioao iidtnlniotrotlcm 
Oltealfitxy 
Bconoraioa 
. Bduoatlon 
English 
fflnc Artis 
History 
Bono Economies 
Jomnalism 
Latin 
lew
HothenatiflB 
rnAern L a m m n g e a  
znyaical Education 
BiyaicG
TOTAL
b a c h e l o r  Off s c i i e c e
?OTOQtiy
H h o m a o y
B  'CHELGE Off LAJ3
EASTER Off ARTS El ENGLISH
EUAHACEBTICAL CHEHI3T
GRADUATE IB ffHASLIADY
LAU CERTIFICATES
OERTIfflQATB Off SUALIfflOASIQH
TEACH
CERTIFICATE OP SUPERVISOR OP 
MUSIC
L 2E uaaon Total
1 8 3
1 0 1 11
2 2
E 2
1 1
1 G 9
1 1 2
7 7
fi 5
2 4 6
1 1
4 4
2 3 &
2 6 8
C 6
1 1
20 45 73
7 7
1 1
8 2
1 1
8 5 5
4 1 5
2 S
4 27 51
X  I
*Uuly 1920 - Jnno 19S1
J
FifflBPAiiAiOiW £G1IQ0U> iiiTli COtU-GilS 
OF miMUOi  C1.A6S 
1920-21
ru i&i ay.
Son ifOaen X o laL
p r e p a ra to ry  Jo h o o lo  a t  ,'in to i‘ ln g  c la a ii(* .lo n ta p a i£ 9 lu g £92
P re p a ra to ry  tio h o o la  o f  f i l t e r i n g  J la a o (O th o r  
i i t a t o a ) --------------- -- —  ~  - --------------- ‘ “ — 42 21 63
C o llo g e c  o f  S n to r ln g  O iaao-------------------  — — - GO 32 <JB
2 3 1 216 447
£hia Liet doea not include:
SVadento enrol Lot! tor the uunoor quarter only;
Stndento registered at* Unoioeoifiod or Specials having limited 
^ogiotration.
Studoata in attendance at aouo college tor tiat woeks or Lent slaoa 
their graduation IVogi high uchooi ore owimtod a& entering iroti tho 
high uoho«l.
PliJiPAiLil’OHY SCHOOLS OP KSfVliHlIO CLASS (UOITCaHA)
Haras of School lion * 9omen 2otai
>Iberton Fr.S.---- —  - — -r l — 1 «*« ** £iniconda JUS.---- - - -- - £ -- 3 5Balcer H.,-.-- --------------- i - I W -r* £Beaverhead Co. ii.3 .----- 3 — L — _ 4Belgrade H. .--------------- £ - — ~ £B1liinga H.LU--  - — --- — 8 - 9 - L7Billinre Polytechnic Inot.— iBoaeman 3ut. lolle~t,—  -- l - LBroadwater Co. U.J .-- ------ -. £ £flroe^uy JUS.— -— --- — 1 — LButte U.S.---  - --------- IS -- 18 — 33Carbon Co. H.s.^---  — £ - £ 4Cascade JUS.--------------- I — iCentral a,5. (Butte)-- ---- 1 — 4 5Central L.fu (Great Falla)- I — ** — IChinoot H .---- —  ----- - — * L — IChotoaa Co. H.i .---------— - i -- — — IColuibin Palls H.S.----- — 1 ICoLurabue U.S.—  — ------ 2 £Coarad H . S .--- -------— 2 — — -* 2Corral lie H.S. - -------- - — — 3 ** •* 3Guator Co. U.S.------------ 6 3 •m m 9Dayoon Co H.S.------------ i -- 4 m — SFergus Co. H.c,— ---------- 3 — 5 — — 8Finthoad Go. H.S.- ---- — - i — 4 5Plorenoo-Carlton H.B.— — — . 1 — m- IForsyth E.S.------ ------- - - £ *m — 2Fronborg li.S.-------------- *m— 3 SGallatin Co. H.S.f— *-- -— I — iGoraldlno iA.S.- — --- ----- £ £Glasgow H.S.--------------- i — 1 2Granite Co. H .3 •—— — -— i - mrn m IGroat Palis H. S.— — ----- 4 — 8 m* 12Hamilton H . r. - ---  — -- - 2 — I —m 3Hardin B.C..-- -------— ---- I — — — iHarlem U.S.---------------- 2 — — 2Ear I out on B.S.---------— 2 * *m 8Havre H.S.--- - ------------ £ — — — 2Helena H.S.—  ------------ 4 — D — _ 7Jefforson Co. B. 3,— -- — — 4 —- 4Joliet H.S.--- ------- L ~ — ■m m iLaurel H.S.— ------------- - I — - — i
Lavlna E.S.-------— —*----- £ m— 2Malta H.S.—  ------------- £ —m 2
Miaooula Co. H.S.-— —  — --Mnnrfl .................... 29 -- 351
2
— 64l
Parle Co. H.S.-------------- 6 -- — — 0
Flentywood H.S.--- ---— — 1 — mm IPoison H.S.———  —  ———————— 2 —- 3 mm — 6
Potomac H.S.--- — -— — ---- 1 — * -- 1
SCHOOLS Off MirjSi.XifO OLA,4 3 ( ) ( GGlk iH ifc i  j
IJemo of -jhooL Lien mOQoh T^tal
?cmoil Co* H.T.--  -- ----- I —* I p- £Houan 2.J.- -- ------------ 2 —- 2 4Hof. c bud li._ . - ------------ - i - . I.iGiindup H.;’,---- ------ -- im. -m 4 •»« 4Suo'vt>y ii.j. — - ----------- — i — - -w 1She Iby £. s. — -------------■— 1 - 13lif;i lutill «..*„>.--- •— ------ _ i •• -» 1Sacred Heart AdaCvuy
(I L l s i t O U i u ) - -- 4 4
i -- I1i. Tetor’s Ac-ade^v
(Anaconda)-- -------------- i ISi. Vineeat’s Aoudaaiy
(Helena)----- ------------- 2 2Stevenevilie U,Z .-- ----- 3 — £ &SlockGt-Sand Coulee D.u.---- I I ?.Superior - ----------- I LTorry H.S.— -—  ----------- I —*■* 1To ton Co. H.S,— ------------ I w _ 1Thonpaon Vails H .-.-------— 1 iThree It’orka L».— ---  -- - 1 *•- LUrsullne Acnfioay fOreat Pulls) — — 1 IVallor K.a.------------------ — _ L 1Victor H.S.------------------
Virginia City H*w. ---------- I 4
—
IWhitefish H.B.- - — I iWillow Crook H . S . ---------- I L
PJJPAHa SO-.Y SCHOOLS Of BJJTJillHG GLASS ( OTOBH S?4?2&)
Home of Sdhool Jen Wo non
Alfien II.3..Alien; 3. Y.-------------
A Iraeda HiL • iAIuqCB) ■.-.-»»»«»»•
Anna HGod lchool.3Grkloy.Cal. -------
Artfcin H.S*. Artkin,Hinn.----------- -
Batliu H.S,, LLl2cbGth.il.J. -..—
Jrlloh.H.S., Bolton, LEo.—  ------- --
Bison ZL.S. .Bison, S. 1).--- - ---------
Central H.. Minneapolis, illon. --
Dana Hall, tolled?,liaus*—  ---- ----
£nglov7Qod H.S. .Chicago, *11.---------
Garfield 11,: GarfioLa, Vaoh------ —
iiaficionfiold H.3., Haddonfiold,H.J.---
Hooter H.L., Hootor, Jinn- -- ---- —
Hollywood H.S., Loo n̂golc^-, Oal,  -
Huntington. H.L., Huntington, Ind.----
Zola H.S., lola, Xan^&u--------- — -
JohnBton 1 1 . Johneton.Pa. --- --
Xingdey H.I ., Aingsloy,Ia.- --- ---
anoxrille U.S., Knoxvillo. la.-  ---
Laporto R.C., Laporte, Minn.-----  —
LoUaro H.S., LaKaru, Iowa— — -- — - -
Little Palis H.8., Little I'alle, liinn.
Long Boaoh Polytechnic H.r.,Long Beach.
California— --—  ---- -- — -- —
Lyndon H.2., Lyndon, Kan.  — -—  —
HeHinley H.S., Washington L.c.— ----
Her ion U.S., Marion, Kans.-  .......
MorriLl H.S., Morrill, ' ic- ---    -
Milwaukee Downer Sominary.Milwoukeo,
I ioaouoin-- — — --------------
Ki»o Spence's Fohool; H.Y.---------——
UontoUir Academyf ilontolair.fl.Y.- L -
Moorehoad H.S,, iloorohoad, Uion-—   I —
Moose Lake U.S., Uoobo Lake, Minn.  I —
Morgan Park Military Academy, Chicago,
Illinois      I —
Bapavlno H.S., Bapavino, Tn.--- -------
How Ulei H .3., Hon U In, Minn.- - — --- —
North Central H.S., Spokane, ?.aoh.   2 —
Dorthfield Seminary,B. Horthfiold ,2Iuob- 
northwestern Business CoIlogo,Spokane,
Washington--  --  — ----     I —
Ho m o  Ik H.S., Horwulk, Ohio--------- -
Peddle Institute, Hightctown, H. J . - —
Pierre H.S., piorro, S. 1.---  — — -—
Hurhford H.S., Hushford, Minn*—  - —  - 
Heading H.3., Hooding, Pa.—  —
Cohen Ley U.S., Pitfceburg,Pa.— - -—  -
Jt.John's AcadoraykJamestown, II.D.--—  - 
St.Paul'o School, Talla Valla, .aoh.-
I -
I
1
2
L -
8 -
L -  1
I -  
I -
I ■
I -
2 -
Total
2
PiiHPAHATOitY SCHOOLS OP EHTMlflG OUSS ( OTHiU STACJS)
Name of school Mon Women Total
St. Thomas' Collogo.St. Paul, Jinn.-—  I —  - L
Sutton U.S., Sutton, IT. Va.— ;--- — I - -- \
University E.f ..Grand Forke.H.D.  L —  —  1
Valley Jity Valley City, 3 . V   I —  —  L
Vavdon-Lellogg H.S., Kellogg, Idano  - I -- I
V.ausaw L.. ., Vaasa*, isc.  1 —  -- I
mobI ALliiJ H.3., 3ost Allio, Wise.-* —  1 —  —  I
western I I . , Washington. 3.j.----------- —  I —  1
Weymouth U.3., eyuoulh, Jaaa.—  —  —  I —  —  I
White Plains U.S., ‘.kite Plains, if. Y. - £ —  -- B
York H.S,, York, H « — . —   --- —— — l — -- i
TOTAL 4fi El G3
0Lui3Uj&> OP XH?XaiHG ChjiliS
Ilamo o f  Sohool lion morion i’o tn l
Antiooh College and Ac ad 0 1 3 7,
Yellow wrings, Ohio --- -------
flnrdott Collego,Boston,Hass.--- *■- —
Cartoton Jo llepn.Iforlhficli* ,JIinn.--
Olemton Agricultural College, JleTinon
College.Louth Carolina • ------
College of Montana,Deor Lod;Te,MQnt.--
Georgetown Visitation Convent,
aohin^ton,L .C«—  - - ----- -
OoorfO Sanhington University,
Uashingtao.L.C,--  --------—
Gonsaga University.Lpokano ,L'abh.-----
Iowa Stato College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arte ,Aueo, lu.—  ----------
Kuneaa City Junior ColiGgo.KanLuts
city.Eo.-------- ----- -------------
Kansas State Agricultural College,
iianhat toil. Bans-ib-------- ----- ------
Uasaaohunotto Agricultural College,
Amherst .lines------   —
Uayv.lie Hormnl fiehool.HayvilLe.H.D.—
Montana State College,Boaemau.ilont •--
Montana State flormal,Dillon,Mont, -
Montana State School of Mines,dutt©--
Uontloollo Sominary.Godfrey.Ili. ----
Mount tn .Charles Co Iloge.Helena,Mont.- 
Uationai Law OolLege,Manila.P.I.— --—
Uobraska State Normal, Peru,Ileb. --
'lew York linger School,Interlaken,H.Y. 
IJorth Dakota Agricultural Co lingo, 
Pargo, Horth Dakota—  —  -— — —  — -- 
Northwestern College,Naperville,III.- 
ItorthuQBtornUnivorBity.Bvanoton, III.—  
Norwich University,Horthfioid,Vt—  
Hotro Dacoo University.Notre Dntno.Ind.-
Ohio northern University,Ada,0.---
Ohio State University, Columbua.O, —
Oregon Agrioulturnl CoilogQ.Oorvallio,
Oregon, ----   --
Tonnaylvunia Colloge.Oottychurg.Pa.— -* 
Philadelphia CoIlogo of Pharmacy,
Phi Udoiphia ,Pa.—   ------- ---*-
Pomona Junior Ooliege.Clorocaont, Jal.—  
'loed College,Portlapd,Oregon- —  
aocltford Coliege,Rockford,111. - -• —
South Dakota Agricultural Collogo,
Jrookinga.fi .B.— --- ------- --------
Stanford University,Stanford,Cai.~- —  
trinity House Ilautical Co I lego, Ling.-—  
The Prinoipia.St. Louie,Mo.---------—
-  1 —
I --
—  i —
2
1 -
i -
—  i —
1 —
1
—  2 —
COLLKGEB OF BITCSttiHG 0LA33 (COUTIIIUED) 
hq.26 of School lien * omen _otal
Univoroity of California------ — --- I— 3— 4
University of -mlianii—  ---------- - l- I
University of Iowa---------- - - l- — I
Univoreifcy of jJiehifrnu—  - -- -— - 2 — - 2
University of lUnnoeofca-----  - - I-- 2— 3
Univoreity of Horth Uakt'ta--------- -
Unlv.orpity of the ?fcillipincs,(^oreot
3— 1-- 4
Uohool)------------ —  —  ------ 2 - 8
University of Lanto ThonuefUanila---
University of Southern California,
1— I
Lo b  Angolos, U t t l --- ---------- - I— 5— 4
Univoreity of fiauhinjs-tan,----- -—  — 5— 3-- 8
Univoreity of Tost Tir^inio---  - 1— -- I
University of tilDCioanin----------- -- 3-- 3 — 6
Eaohiagton Utnte Coiioseti>ull'a«n,7n.- I— - I
ii'uohington 3tut* Ilorrn»i,ElLcnfib£rfftUn. i - 1
ITollsoly Co L lejfo, ho Hotly, M a n e ---- -- i ~ - I
Tfoel-oyan Colloga.Mnison.Ga.— ----  - — I— I
Sc fit era Co liege, Ox ford .Ohio------ - - I— L
TOTAL GO 38 92
HEPORT 05* COBBESPODIEDGE STUDY DEPARTIHOT
Dumber of students on roll July lf 19S0........  * 83
Dumber of new students registered from July l f 1980
to July l f 1922>......  H I
Dumber of registrations fromJuly 1, 1935 to July lf 1981*184
Dumber of expirations not reinstated atoing the year 88
Humber of courses cancelled or refunded dftring the year. 83
Dumber of reinstatements of registrations during year.*# 1?
Dumber of courses completed during the year*»•••••«•*••• Y8
Dumber of registrations in force during the year*. 869
Dumber of students registered intwo or more courses***** 68
Dumber of students on roll July lt 1981........    118
Dumber of registrations in force July lt 1 9 8 1 . ....... 138
Vatur-m
03»T 3T7KEU1HY 
’■!crtOT 1920-21
A. 3. U.S. Officers 
Cleats Officer* 
Senior . 
Junior 
SophomorePro n»n
ITortar loari 
3tudent Cornell 
Uojfl.Loap*. Officers
Totsl 
So.Cr.Pt, 
& 86.50 
16 366*0 
4 62,0 
4 49.0 
4 68*0 
4 69*0 
25 636.0 
9 172*0 
6 91*0
cr.Pt.
TO.
14* 25
16*75
20.5
12.25
17.0
17*25
31*44
19.11
16*2
*'1^02 :^ITI 7- TS
e h s i
tfo.rr*^ 
71 913.0 
701693.0 
10 162*0
Simpkins rail 
Craig Hell
ZcoijI cb Cot taro ________
laslianoe 1 Ll»80lG55*O
Toro Olrl* Irfairuo 981652.0 
Out of T o m  ClrlolS02687.0 
Sorority Hot®  os
Total 621151.0 
Alpha Phi 14 299.5
D e lta  Carson IS  245*6
Delta Sipsm Chi 10 158.0 
Eappa Alpha Theta 14 267.0 
rcppa Zappa Gamma 12 191*0
Sr.W.*At«.
12.C5
24*14
16.2
23.19
18.90
17.51
18.66 
21.39 
20.46 
16. BO 
18.JH5 
15,92
,vo, TO,
Honor Roll ntudonte 
High -ohaol Honor 
Scholera hip Stutaati
wornpga pooimig
, 2r.\ ^ a * m  wi
Delta Phi Delta Delta Pal Zappa 
Zf/noa Thu 
71 Delta Alpha 
Penetralia 
’ir-raa Del to Chi 
Sî pia Opeilen 
two Zappa Inha 
Sheta Cipna Phi 
Silent Sentinel
m  srp
‘ the lo tics
TJaoob^ll 
Saafcot halj.
. Football 
Traoh 
H. Olub 
Drcjrat .co
Ttoivoraity Debatem 
Cloo Club 
orohoatra 
Zainin staff 
Dantlnol staff
Gr.Pt.I7o.Hrs. In&anc
36.60 16.81 2*175
20*21 16*30 1.285
Tettal JB-r.Pt.
D.Gr.at* 4 re*
15 326.5 21.77
6 123.0 24.60
13 222,5 17.04
6 154,0 25.67
10 230.0 23.0
21 493*0 23,49
6 126.5 SB.30
5 129.0 25.80
6 139.6 S3. 25
. 7 136.5 19.1
10 178.0 17.5
133
CtAl Cr.?t.
Ho. Gfr.Tt • ltt,
11 176.0 16.0
4 75.0 18*76
m  382.0 15*61
14 S4S.6 17.59
54 486*6 16.22
26 586.0 H.9*
18 897.5 16.69
89 348.0 12.0
8 224.5’ 28.06
31 499.5 15.82:
U  161.0 14.63
The Grade Point: Multiply nuniber of credit hours of grade A by 3* of 3 by
2; of C by 1; of D by 0; of E by -1; and of grucie F by -2. The Bum of 
their products Is the index of performance or grade points, 
pie Scholarship Index: 1/i.yide the total number of grade points earned by
the number of credit hours. The h ghost index 1b 3.0: a barely passing ndex is 0 , * °
t1
G1ULD3 rOBTT SEniABT 
VQttina Qnartor 1920-21
TRAT3HJT1T13S H i
------------ Tot.TJrT*
Alpha Aeltn lpha 334.0 
Delta Iflio 181.0
Iota Fa 393.0
Eigna C M  301*0
Oirtaa Nh 187.0
Bigot Phi nilon 219*0 
fraternity Ton 1678.0 
Ion-fra t oral ty non 
University -'on
"0.» Ato. nfjt.̂ i*. 't*1 o
22 15.18 239.0 14
23 7.07 £0£.5
31&0
25
£5 16.84 10
S4 16.04 29.5 16
18 10.4 192.0 . 15
13 16.85 105.0 14
126 13.42 865.0 93
etal
Tot.Cr.Pt. Ho. vv*An. O ," . 'C .
17.07 673.0 35 16.92
o.so 388.5 48 S. 09
3.10 427.0 55 12.20
5.97 450.6 39 11.«
12.80 379.0 33 13.49
7.07 525.0 £T 12.04
9.30 2543.0 218 11,06
3837.0 230 14.07
5780.0 448 12,90
Alpha M  
jo It a Canara 
Delta îpema Chi 
SCappa Alpha Vhota 
lap a rappa Gauma 
Sorority *ooon 
Hmt-oorority Tfomen 
Uni’fors lty vroaaon
487.5' £1 £3.83
295.5 14 £1.11
£15.5 13 16.58
342.0 ID 19.00
398.0 22 18.09
1738.5 88 19*76
255.0 13 19.62
265*0 16 16.62
188.5 10 18* 85
316,0 19 16*58
£23*0 19 13.74
1E47.5 77 16.22
742.5 34 21.04
561.5 30 10.72
404.0 23 17.57
657.0 37 17.74
621*0 41 16*16
2986.0 165 14.10
4998.0 225 22.21
7984.0 390 19.20
Tot.Gr.Pt. Ho, Avo. Tot*No.Honrs Average Index
Total University Hon 5780.0 M S 12.90 6972.5 15,57 * £8
Total Univoraity 'onion 74B4.0 390 19*80 6196.0 15.89 1*208
Total Hon and .Ionian 13264.0 838 15*85 13168,5 15*72 1*007
ffiBAJJE POINT S tn m R T
/ i n t e r  Q u a r te r  1 9 2 0 -2 1
A.S.U.U. Offioora 
Glass Officers 
Senior 
Junior 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
tlortar Board 
Student Council 
Horn,leag.Offioers
Total 
Ho.Gr.Pt, 
6 111.53 
16 358.0 
80.0 88.0
95.0
95.0 
31 806.0
9 187 
6 65
4
4
4
4
Gr.Pt.
Are.
18.59
32.3720.0
32*0
33.75
23*75
26.0
20.77
13.00
Ave* Ave.
I! J. Gr . Pt. Uo. Hr s. 
Honor Boll Students 88 36.75 16.78 
High School Honor and 
Club Scholarship
StudentslOS 23.62 15.95
HQfluB SOCIETIES
residence statistics
----------  Toial Gr.Pt.
Ho.Gr.Pt.Ave. 
Oraig Hall 70 1713.5 24.4B
jQaowles Cottage 9 170.0 18.89 
0.Residence Halls 79 1880.5 23.84 
Town Girls 93 1834.5 19.72
Out of Town Girlal46 3546.5 17.44 
Sorority Houses 58 1147.0 19*77
Alpha Phi 14 888.0 20.57
Delta Gemma 11 226.5 20.59
Delta Sigma Chi 10 204.5 20.45
Zappa Alpha Thota 12 243.0 20.25
Sapps Kappa Gamma 11 185.0 16.82
Sinroklns 57 836.0 14.66
Toro Hen 107 1800.5 16.83
Out of Town Hen 202 2773.0 13*72 
Fraternity Hous03126 1729.0 13.78
Alpha 2)elta Alpha 20 332.0 16.60 
Iota 0a 28 303.0 18.77
Phi Belts Theta 21 266.5 12.69 
Sigma Chi 25 247*5 9.90
Sigma Hu 21 275.0 13.09
Sigma Phi Epsilon 17 805.0 17.94
Total
Ho.Gr.Pt
Alpha Kappa Psi 15 808.0
Belts Phi Delta 10 198.0
Belts Psi Kappa 18 848.5
Kappa Tan 6 164.0
Pi Delta Alpha 16 345.0
Penetralia 20 507.0
Sigma Delta Chi 11 210.0
Sigma Bpsilon 5 137.0
Pan Kappa Alpha
(Ho list handed in)
Theta Sigma Phi 7 145.0
Silent Sentinel 11 161.0
STUDENT j m m m  m ,Total
Ho.Gr.Pt.
Athletics
Baaahall 11 235.0
Basketball 13 173.5
Poo that 1 23 460.00
Track 15 295.5
II* Club 33 597.0
Dramatics 50 875.5
University Debaters 11 269.5
Glee Club 24 398.5
Orchestra 17 355.0
Kalinin Staff 10 189.5
Sentinel Staff 13 247.0
Index
2.190
1.460
Gr.Pt.
ATS.
20.53
19.80
19.12
27.34
21.56
25.85
19.09
27.40
80.71
14.64
Gr.Pt.
Aire.
21.36
13.5520.00
19.70
18.09
17.51
84.60
16*6020.88
18.85
19.00
GRADE PQ IIfT 3UUMARY
. / in t e r  Q u a r te r  1 9 2 0 -8 1
Tot. Gr.Pt.Ho. Ave* $ot»Gr.PtVno. Avo.
m i g  u n i t i e s
Alpha Delta Alpha 
Iota Bu
P M  Delta Thots 
Sigma C M  
Sigma Hu
Sigma P M  Epsilon 
Fraternity i on 
Hon-fraternity Han 
tfnirers ity iion
rcrhors 
Tot *Gr.pi. b o* Avo. 
470*0 85 19*18
409*6 38 15*30
460.5 86 17*71
343*0 33 10*55
539*0 53 16*33
845.0 15 13.84
3560.0 168 15*80
197*6 18 16.46
64.0 6 10.67
517.5 85 15*60
30.6 7 4.36
15.5 8 7*75
197.0 18 16*41
888.0 68 13.86
675.5 37 18*25
553.5 38 14.56
778*0 49 15.88
578.5 40 9*46
554.5 35 15*84
448.0 85 17.68
3308.0 284 15.10
3756*6 868 14.08
7138.5 492 14.51
SORORITIES
Alpha P M  514*0
Delta Gamma 848*5
Delta Sigma C M  812.5 
Kappa Alpha Tfeota 402*0 
Zappa Zappa Gamma 456*0 
Sorority Women 1807*0 
Don-oorority Women 
University Women
82 83*35 273.0 14
12 80*80 187.0 18
10 21*85 849*5 18
80 20*10 839*5 11
81 80.76 359.0 88
85 21*86 1308*0 71
19. 50 787.0 36 81.86
15. 58 429.5 84 17*87
20.79 468.0 28 81.00
21.77 641*5 31 20*69
16.31 795.0 43 18*49
18.48 3115.0 166 19.97
4896.5 880 19*53
7411.5 376 19*71
Tot*Gr.Pt* lie* Ave. Tot.ETo.Hours Average Index 
Total University Hon 7130*5 498 14.51 7108*5 14*44 1.005
Total University Women 7411*5 376 19.71 5807*5 15*44 1.876
Total fren ana Women 14550.0 860 16*76 13910*0 14.87 1.187
1 9 2 0 -8 1
BlT-OU.tY Of SfATitmcS Of CLAUS WBQLli«W|¥
^Jo. of £0. of Student Pcroontaga o'f
1 apartment Court**)* Aoffiotrationo Hourt „oitil 11 ud.cn t
Bio logy 31 517 1314 4.09
Botany as 33S 1622*5 3.66
Choalotry 27 339 1637 3.46
KoonomioB 27 043 3114 7.02
Education 05 Jl> 2131 4.00
English 69 UC5 5077 11.44
fine arte 19 160 466 *5 1.06
Geology 17 307 1450 3.29
Elat.6 PoL.Bei. SI 631 2051.6 5.76
Home Boon. 24 291 1052 a.37
Library Boon. 0 46 91 .81
HatbematioB a? 561 2441.6 5.60
Military fccienco ll 512 5L2 1.16
Modern Language S3 1106 5567.0 12.55
PhysicaL Ed. 68 1080 P140 4.B4
Phyaioo 10 07 »-Q6 .07
Poyoholofy it Phil. 20 424 1559.5 3.52
Schoolsi
Buninei a Admin* 30 677 2388 5.39
for ee try 61 1240 3220 7.26
Journalist: 40 i>2S 1708 3 .64
Lav 52 707 2010 4.53
Uusio 50 850 947 2.13
Pharuaoy £3 174 567 1.28
*0?AL 747 14,810 44,364 100.00
*Contimiation of atuao subject for *aere tlun one quarter counted aa sepa - 
"rate oourooa; different eoctions of same oourao during one quarter njt 
counted.
(Cummer Quarter, 1920}
3TATI3TIC3 OF CLASS ENROLLUKHT 1920-81
Ldp^rtmont Autumn u> Winter Spring Summer 1920
+ t*'£ *2 p!? Z r4 J£ » <£ ̂0. 1 0. Jq_ * C • C tq 3 1 a n 5
 g> i*-*- £  ̂ *- t  g j  ^  v- + f i  -fo
Department of Biology:
BIOLOGY:
General Hygione (Hursee1)(14—  --------------  14 14
Elementary Boo logy,ll,lla.
Lib,lie, (£-5}------  71 264 59 236 66 266 6 16
Forest Zoology, 18 (J>)—    9 45
Entomology. 17 (5) —      4 20
Bacteriology, 19, 19a,19b
(2-4)-- ------------- — —  20 80 13 52 7 28 3 6
Eugenics, 20 (3)----------  17 51
Histology,21,21b (4)— .....  9 36 9 36
Embryology,22,22b, (4-6)--- ‘ 8 40 8 32
Comparative Anatomy,23 (5)-    2 10
Physiology,24, 24a,24b,
(2-4)-------   22 88 14 56 9 18
Teaching Biology,25,(3)--—     3 9
General Hygiene,26, (£-3)—    81 £43 6 10
Evolution, 116, (-3)------------------- —    21 63
Advanced Bacteriology,120,
(4)   a   7 28
Seminar, 129, (1)-----------  8 8 13 IS 13 13
Bacteriology Reasearoh,131,
(3-5)----------------  2 6 3 12 1 5
TOTAL " L B f f ' W T E B T H E — feM' 609 " £s---- 53----
DBPAH'EHLTT OF BOTANY:
BOTAIiY:
Range Plante, F2,(3)  8 84
Vooational Botany,(0)--  40 160 35 140
General Botany,lla,lib,lie,
(4-5)  77 339 64 295 60 287
Elementary Plant Structure,
12, (3)....  —  17 51
Plant Genetics, 13,(3)—    3 9
Economic Botany, 14,(5) 17 85
Histology,21, (5)----------     3 15
Plant Physio logy, £2, (5)-- ----- — —  5 25
Dendrology,63, (4)  6 24 6 24
Systematic,161 £ (2fr~5)  2 10 5 25 3 15 10 25 11 27fc
Systematic Uyoology, 165,(5)   4 £0
STATISTICS OF C.J133 iOLl IE 1920-21
£«pirtiaont Autumn . Tinter Spring Summer 1920
^  f ! r? n  » “\n 7  t f  -T  j  ■
UEPAHTMEil? 01 130T.JY:
BOTAHY; (Continued)
3 3oninar,l7l, (6) ---------- L 5 3 9 2 6
_ieuGarofc,20l, (4)-----------------     —  1 4
:a u  IgT'T gl "H I  56e Iflfi W  TB Efi U
3?EP*RTJZS? OF CHi_J.oT.lY:
GSIHHlS'T.fY:
General,(Hursea1) (1)---------------   L7 17
General, 11, lla, IXaj/fc.,
(Sir-5)..... — ---------- 65 326 56 280 53 265 3 ?i
Inorganic Chemistry and 
Qualitative Analysis,L3a, 
13b, 13c, (5)....... ....... 25 125 17 85 14 70
Qualitative Analysis,16a,
i5b,(2&-5)---------- ------
Quantitative Analysis,17,
(5")--------- -----------
9 45 6 30
7 35
1
Organic Chemistry,19, ( 6)---
Carbon Compounda,101, (6)—  
Organic Qualitative 
Analysis,102, (2)-------
6 30
11
8
55
40
6 18
Fhyuiological Chomiotry,
103, (5)-....   -   8 40
Physical Chemistry,106,(6)- 
Industrial Chemistry, IQ#,
(6)— ------    3 15 3 16
Technical Analysis,III,
Journal Club, 113,(I)------  4 4 5 6 4 4
Hosearch,200,(2)------    1 2 1 3
10 2 10
i * •  — 2 5
5
• 8
541 110 525•TOTAL 112    113 461 4 10
BEPAHTHEH? OF BCOiJOillCS :
ECGimiCS:
Economic Resources;-Ll, (4) - 150 500
STATiSTIdo OJ OLhSu JifljiOLUiEHT 1920-81
D ep artm ent A utim n w in te r  S p rin g  .Summor 1920
as ̂  n  <£ *  p i ^  + *  ^  ^  t ’-a_ t + j + 3i+ > *r x + j ^ i-t ph x-»-9 5 5 ^ ?.c 2 c 'tr'JiAT,r-3 c431 =• IA * ?  lA 1  , J  ‘
* 1 4* 
T
DEPART JE i'2. OF ECDHQHIC5 :
ECOBOiJICS : (continued)
Economic Hietory of Europe,
12., (4)    1*8 4*j2
Economic Hietory of J.*..,
12,13, (2j-4)--------------  -..........- —  105 420 11 £7^
Principles of Economics,
H, 14a, 14b, (2|-4)  49 196 61 244 23 92 17 42$ 12 30
Honey and Banking,101,( o )—  23 69 20 GO
foreign Trade and Exchange,
103, (3)—    - 81 63
Transportation, 127, (5)      —  - 10 SO
Public Utilities.129,(3)---------------------  oti 114
Labor Problems,131,(4)— :—  20 80
Advanced Economic Theory,
151, (5)—     1 5
Sociology, 161,161a, 16lb,
Ui-4)   32 128 30 120 18 45 16 4.0
Social Progreso, 163, f4)-----------------   20 80
Property and Inoome,171, f5)- 1 6
Cooperative Movements,173,
(3)   --- 6 18
Social Theories, 176, (3)----   —       7 z i
Economic Problems,18la,
181b, I8I0,(3)  12 36 19 57 13 39
TOTAL 287 1114 244 931 238 884 3o 87| 39 97*
DEPAHTHB3T OP EDUCATiOli:
BDUCATIQSI:
Educational Measurements,
S3, (Sir).......         18 45
School Lan,Si2, (2)    26 52
College "iQuoation, 10,{1) 4,13 413
School Management,S80,(3)---------------    30 90
Hietory of Education,114,
(2i-5)-------------    37 IQS , 22 55 24 60
Principles of Education,118,
(3-4 J  ------ --------------  — - — ■ 32 . 96 44 176
Educational PBychology,119,
(3-4)---------------------       49 147 32 188
The High School,122,(2^-5)- 30 142.6 23 57fc £2 55
STATISTICS 01? 0LA2.V EHilQLLtfHi.T 1920-21
Department Autuna Winter  ̂pring , flust er 1920
C' t!' t +  R < i  01 ̂  <J\
* t  5 ? \t % t  ?+ 4  *s *5«* • •’ r - C H  = I 4* * T \A
DEPAHTMKITT OF KDUCA-'j. Jfl : 
EDUCATION: (continued)
Observation and Teaching, 
1 2 6 , ( 3 - 6 ) --------- ---------- ------------
School Siipervision, lo4, (3)~ 
Educational Administration,
130, (2^-5)-------------
Problems in Elementary lid 
ucation,162,(5)-----------
7 36 16 75 14 84
- ------ 29 87 14 42
4 12 11 33
----- -■__*,___— 4 20 8 20 6 LB
TO?*L 491 788.5 SO 263 67 251 210 653,5 70 175
DEPARTMENT Oj? ENGLISH:
ENGLISH :
Voice Training,S27, (2i)        —  22 bb
Emerson and Hhitman,S29o,
(2$) - --------------  - •   -     24 60
Prose AnalysiB,339,(ly)------     —    II I6fc
Studies in Triters of
Verso,384, (2^)---  --------------   * ■ ---  - —  Q £0
Hangor English, (0)----- -------  I. .11 33
Sub-freshman English,
A, (0)---------------   —  7 14 21 42
Vocational English,(0)  £5 100 52 128 19 76
ifreshinan Composition, ila,
(l£-4)     146 584 124 49u 107 428 10 IS 9 * I3i
Bobs ye and Eeaay Writing, -
17,(4)----       16 64
Elementary Public Speaking,
20a,20b, (2^-4)   10 40 7 28 II E7$
Voice Training,21, (2)----------------   3 6
Interpretative Reading,22,
(2)--------- .-----    3 6 •
English Bible,26, (4)----  —  —  —  14 56
General Literature,27a,
27b, (4)   61 244 56 224
American Literature,29a,
29b, (2J-5)    26 150 44 220 36 90
Advanced Composition,30,33,
(1-4)   29 H 6  26 59 30 120 11 22
Business English,21,(2-4)   18 72 9 18
Story Writing,32,(4)-------------  — ----  26 104
Story Tolling,40,(2-2^)     14 2 8  oO 7o
STAl'ISTIOS 01? CLASS KlirfOLL’.CilJT 1920-21
D epartm ent Autumn, Winter Spring Suawer 1920
ft\ v hi
■51 ^ K  ^  fci ■ B v<A> e i r *,«* ^  ?*
4a „v 48 c
{ ?  * *  >J at ̂t y ̂  n c "
  Lb
12 0 6 12
4b
24
56
LIB
DBPAiirj .11? 03? EliGULH: 
jGflvJLiiJi: (continned)
Dramatic Presentation 
and staging of :*laye,
41, (2-2)----------------
Argumentation,JraeslaQ 
Debate, 53a,bbb, (L-5)-—--■
Contcaporary Literature,
b5a, 56b{2$-4) ------     14
Shufeoapcnre, 67a,57b,fs£-5)- 13 65 £3
General Literature,56u, [ 2&)---- -----------
Writing of Drnmatic
Skotchos,60, (3)  8 24
HenaiBi ineo,v3, (4) — 7 ------------- -- 4 L6
Literary .ondenciaE ill it he
Seventeenth Century,74,(4)------------------
English novelists,75,(4)  9 36
Masters of Pietion,76.(4}  —  9 36
Modern Drama,77,------------- ---------------
History of tho HngLioh Lan­
guage, 87, (3)------------- - - ----------
Creative Writing,160a,IGOb,
luOc, (8 )  4 8  3 6
Chaucer, 164, (4)---------------------- -------
Uiddlo English,I6 b,(4)-----  4 LG
Studies in Ha}or Writers,
(Seminar) 192 ( 1^-35-û -yr— .7 4 12 \
>, So’iiitar ,199, {L-£)---- 1  I - I
i n  ft.* e.tti n  9 St,* 3 0-V ) C  f i..■■■■■' ■- — ■ — — -
m m
DEPABTMEU? 0J? PI,IE A-l?3 :
Plan AKTS:
Lb
•P
38 L52 2b
20
>
16 40 8
6 24
-88 .LL2 --- f
8 24
2 4
9 56
I 1$
5 10
7-V 1 tf
381 1448 436 1617 335 1278 216 506 97 228
History and Appreciation
of Art,LI,(4)----------- 18 72
Eloaioatary Pine Arts,16a,
16b, Ibo, (1-5) ------ ■— -— 16 68 24 80 23 85
idvartising and Design!
17,17b,17c, (2-5)------- 4 8 22 44 14 32
Artistio Anatomy,19,(3)--- -- 1 3
Elementary Drawing,21,f1)--
L
6
2
6
S2AYI22IC3 Off CL^bK JSIIHOLLMLSS 1920-21 1
Department Autrnm \f inter Spring tuneer 1920
tAz* «s a:!f ^
t  9  3  r  ? c  _  e  * •  -  - ,  * * 4 A  - r  ^  ■ -  J*C t v 1 ? ! .  ̂• 3 C jf3 -ri7 ia . i- T?rij.-t +J> X Z •* ci
BJSPAlt?iiB!fS Off FIHE a h?s ;
FIHJ AHSS; (continued)
Advacooa Drawing and 
Painting,23,23a,23b,
23o, ( 1-5)-----  —  3 9 .b i 3
Cartooning,27a,27b,
(2 )  2 4 1 2
Teachers Course, SO (2) -----------------    1 4 on
Design, ai, (2)-------  -        4  q
IL'lustration.iOOb, (3)        l 3
2
■ SOTALE 43 161.5 48 129 41 L29 £ 8 47
BBPAASHH1J2 Off GEOLOGY:
GEOLOGY:
General Geology,Ila, -
lib, lie, (4-b)------- 53 232 89 393 74 324
Porost Geology, 14,(4} —  1 7 fig
Physiography ,15,(3)-----   — .    U  33 1 1 3 3
Geology and Geography
of Montana,16,(2-3)--- 28 84 24 72 41 123 9 L8 15 30
Goo logic Proopeaea.Ei,
(5)--------  _- g 1 0
Historical Geology,2 2 ,8*
2 £b, (5 )-------------------   2 1 0 1 5
Uinerology,24,{5)----  3 15
Blowpipe Analysis,25,
(5)----  ---------------------  1 5
Economi0 Geology,101,
(3)_.  ;--------- 1 5
!?02AL 91 341 116 480! 134 523 20 bi 26 63
BEPA-iSTMHIij? OP HIS20HY 
ADD POLITICAL 3CIEHCE:
HIS^O.IY: -
General European Hist-
. cry,310,(2-0-)     1 5 3 7 1  7 1 7X
Modern Europe,1 la,lib,
(2^-5)----     62 :310 47 235 10 26 6 15
Medieval History,18,
(4 }--- _------------ --------— ----- 3 7  148
English History,13a,
13b, (6} —  --------  35 17b 31,155
i"s:„H V , T 5 u > l4A'b %tf ? q  ̂ ic >*¥ ;l* in w L
32A2ID£ICS OP E3HO-LMIS2I5? 1920-21
Department Autumn 
o.>. 
n
.Yin tar Spring Summer 1930
P» ^ CA ftiV v . rj\H> ^ i j-
DBPAH’Jiiifitf? OF KIS20.1Y 
a h p  p o u i ' I s a -  s c ib ' is ^ :
HI>>lw£iY; (continued }
American Colonies,14, (5) ~ 
Montana ^icTory .onc
jOve rnnopt, 20, ( ) --------
Teaching of history,23,(2) • 
History of the liorth. ost,
102,(3)-------------------
History of Hunsia, 103,(4)~ 
uomirmr, 104, (2-5)— -—  
Seminar, 105,(7)— --- ----
JuLiriC.P 3CIKHCB:
62 310
6 12 16 38
20 J&
U  30
----------  5 i.5
International Relatione,
I2,(£fr), fa3, (4)--- .-------
Amorloan Government,17,
(2^— 5 )---- —  -----------------
ilemente of Political
reionco,i9, (4)------- ---
European Governments,20,
(4)---------  
19 76
3 15 1 3  2 8
1 7
19 76 22 67£
32 160 29 7£t 30 75
14 56
9 36
TOTAi.
i *
DEPAriiW JC OF HOMii iSG0:f0?aI0^; 
HOil'j FGOJvHUS :
146 670 134 597 173 792 91 222 107 270.8
Clothing,lla, (3)--....... ..........
Color and Design, 12,(3)  4 12
Food 8.13n. 13b, ISo. (3-6)-------- ------
Bicmentary Costume and
ieu ipn, 14, f 3) — --------------- ------
General Food Study,18,(3)—  9 2 7
The House, 19,(5) —  — ---- - --------
Foods,21,(3)-------------------  _ _
Blenontary Dietetics.£2,(4)----------
Textile *tufly,ll7,(4)-  4 16
Auvanced Coetuco and
Benign, 120,(4)------------- --------
Die to ioo, 122,(6)------------ - ---
Fdueation, 123,(4)--- ■ 5 £0
Household ilanagemont,lE4,(5) 9 45
C lothing Boono$loa, 127, ( 6) — ---— — -
Miiif'tici'f, 3a*, 3a&, cs)------  £3
17 61 15 48
15J 9? 17 65 86 78
12 36
14 42 14 42
16 90
6 24
6 24
. 12 48 ̂“* -* —***••* 8 40
£6
1 tf S¥ P-7
STATISTICS OJf JL.iJS jantOLiHfeUS 1920-21
Department ^ Autu:in Viator Spring Summer ijZO
" + n.$ tA „ f  j  j, u
i f ?? ; s ?t 3 ? ?■*»+ 43 ^“ 7 'j»' *t • * 9 J rc. {T(̂  X-t-
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  ‘  T ;• ^  ^
Dh?A-J.THEHT Oî HciL, bCUUO :
HOtiL PGOHOLIIGS : (continues)
I Inotitutlonal Iiana<?emcnt,
lS3a,(5)---------    S 10
nutrition Seminar,237,(4)9----------------- -- . 4 16
30TAU BE 183 81 igs 89 337 69 207
ay LiBitniY
ECONOMY:
LÎ EAIiY* ECCUOfinf:
Administration and Organ­
isation of School libraries,
1 1 , (2 )-------------------------------       12 24
Reference Uorlc for
Teachers ,12, ( i)------------  ■---------- .    4  4
Piold. Practice, 13,26,(1-4)—  3 4 fi 11 4 11 7 142 9 Id-fr
Claoeificetion and Cat­
aloguing, 19,(3) ' 2 6
T0TA1 5 10 5 11 4 11 23 42.5 9 16.5
»
DBPAHTlTAilT OP MATHEMATICS :
MATHEMATICS:
Vocational Mathematics,(0)—  29 116 13 39 41 154
Intomodiato Algebra, 10,
(S£-5)     25 125 31 U55*f 3 7& 3 74
Descriptive Astronomy,All,(6)      l6 80
Solid Geometry, 11, (2^-5)  7 3 5  5 12& 4  1 0
College Algebra, 12, (5)-----  44 229 17 85
Plane Trigonometry,13,
(£&-5) £4 120 1 0 90 33 165 6 15 7 17&
Spherical Trigonometry,14,(B)   4  2 0
SOAHdfflOS Ur1 JLA36 1920 *21
D epartm ent Autumn i . ia t e r  S p rin g  . Gnawer 19g0
x £  ItitA O r,!f os (A
i *  ?* ?? t? ? ?  * " " H t  * » n ?: . ■ iT 3 t>
DKPA. "ilt ̂  Oi’ M&SliOiA ’ IGS ;
HAITHhliAriGS: (continues)
Profit Computation, 15a, (0)----------  —  34 102
Ranger trigonometry,15b,(j )-----  18 54
Analytic Mechanics,20,26,
( * M » ----------- ----------  3 15* -  -  _     3 Tl* * 5
Hathe’a&tioa of invent'ante,
20, (ft)--'— ------  -- - • ~ — -— ---- 34 170
AnaLytic Geometry ,21, ( 5)--------- -- -- 9 45 23 lift
Differential Culeulue ,22, ( 5)- 21 10ft
Integral Calculus?, 23, ( 5)--1  -- AO 100
teaching of Arithmetic,24,      — -----  13 3g£ 16 40
Advanced Calculus, 24,(5)-------     14 70
teaching of Secondary -
Mathematics,51,(ft)------ — -------     It &&
differentiai Equations,
101, (£§■}-.....— -----      • "     t &  t £4
Synthetic Projective Geometry,
103,(5) ----------- —      7 3ft
Mathematical Research, (1-ft)------  - —    -- 1 Iff
TOl’AL 160 721 174 740 173 820 .ft 51 77.5 33 j82 .
DEP£ dllGi ? OP MILI'i’AiiY 
SCIEITC2 and 2AG1IIG*;
MILITARY SCIHUGE;
Military Soience,lla,lib,
11c ,{1 )  - - “ ---- ---
Hilitary Sc ionc e,t£a, 12b,
12c, (1)......  —
Military Scionca,15a,13b,
13c, (1)-----— ... ... ....
Military Science,14a,14b,
^ , ( 1 ) - - ’   ------
* '  >v. ...
124 124 112 HE 97 97
61 61 53 53 49 49
4 4 6 5 5 5
1 • 1 1 1
, 190 190 171 l?i 151 161
pnPAiiT^iJO OP MOMRii 
LAUGUAGr.3:
F3E3CH:
Blementory, 11a,lib, (2fr-6)-~ 61 305 74 370 51 155 11 27£ 6 16
STAl'IbtflCS 03? C ^ b 3  HHHOLLJLilC 1 9 20 -2 1
D epartm ent Autunc_o\
™+ J- +
I  .C  if ^
W in te r
"S3 c f
tS
Spring Sumaer iJ20 
? **- J-*- Ni{4iL<J P-.J4B ^
7 3 f ?c.
BEPA-̂ ilail* Or1 HQLiwa 
LAIfOU^OS:
FHB’1CH( continadd)
. Intermediate,13,13a,13b,
(aj-5)-------------------
id'vanoefi, 115, (4)----  - —
'foohnieal, 117, (2-3}---- -
Special, 119. (4«t)-------
SPANISH:
Blamentary, lla, lib.iSftf,
( 2&-5)------ ---- - -----
\Entermed late, 13,13a, 13b,
ir)fSh, (2tf" 5)---- 7 7Z7/1 Sa\ “ *
Advanced, 115. —
68 440 99 495 50 21.0 6 15 6 15
15 60 17 68 58 152
2 G 9 18
11 44 9 36 11 44
126 630
i
145 785 48 240 12 30 6 15
70 350 72 360 81 405 10 25 6 • 15
11 44 12 48 35 140 1 Eh 1 2h
3 8 3 12
|Q7 1807 431 2114 303 1404 40 100 £5 62.5
DifiP iSftffii? 0? PHYSICAL 
KDUCaPIOH:
PHYSICAL BDUGA2I0H:
Plays and Games,SI,(1)----- 6 6 8 8
General Gymnastics,
115.(men) lla,lib,lie,(1)—  157 157 131 131 115 £ •2
Sophomore Gymnastics, 
faon) L2a,12b,12c,t1)-- 88 6888 84 84 68
Coneral Gymnastics,
(TTomen) lla,lib,lie,f U-180 180 164 164 153 153 11 11 17 17
Sophomore Gymnastice,
(ifomen) 12a, 12b, l2o, (I) 98 98 102 102 96 96 6 6 £ 2
Advanced Gymnastics,Lba,
15b, L5o,f 1)-------- ---- 9 9 S 8 5 5 3 r*o 4 4
Homan Anatomy,£0a,20b,
20e, f 3)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 15 45’ 17 51 15 45.
History of Physical Ldu*-
aation, 25, {1}-------------- 5. 5
Anthropometry,31, (31 - -  8 24
8
1 2
First Aid,32, (2}-.....  13 26 A 4 a
Bquipment and Hanagement,
1032,33, (2)-----------------------------------------------------— —  7 14 5
STATISTICS OJ? CLiU.b KlfHQLUniJlT 1 9 2 0 -2 1
Department Autumn Winter tpring fun ai* 1920
!?+ x¥3 c. u  -> ^77 a ? * ? >7 3 + 4* * P,Ô Bs.VA* '* V- 7t * t J * * * ;S a,*T t  ̂c TV I (Ji
T  ■ ▼■» ■* « • * * * , * #  « *  *«■* / i  « t  « r  «ii/F,f r.*.: ..«_ J2 rjiiiJ.i u j 1j 
BDUCA-tOH:
PHYSICAL P'JCA-Ior:
(continued)
Playgrounds ,34t*. ,34b, (2}   lg £4 iO 20 i' 10 U  22
f yctens,35, fl) '----  —  - 10 LO
Physio Logy of Alters i so, 37,
(2) --      3 6
Kinc' lo logy Jfi, (4)       - 10 40
Growth and Development,
39, (.1)....... -     3 5 4 4
Corrective Gynm3tice,41,
( r ) - — **—  — - — — —  —  —  ■
Coaching, (non), 45a,405,
Principles of Coaching,
(sromcn) 43a,43b,45c, (2)--
Gymnastic Methane,44a,44b,
(2)-- —  ------—  ---
Gymnastic Dancing,45a,4Gb,
45o. (1) - ——
Mns«flgR,46,( 2)---------
Pageantry,47, (1)--------  — ----   5 5
Fofcool Gymnastics.48,(4)-    11 44
Physical Diagnosis,49,(2)     9 18
-  —  - V* 14 .
3 6 5 10 8 16 11 11
9 18 6
•
12 5 10 6 12
7- 14 8 16 |i
14 14 9 9 9 9
—  -  - 7 14
TOL’x*- 608 693 570 649 632 660 54 69 66
DEPARTMENT 0? PHYSICS j 
PHY31C5:
Elementary, 1, (4&)--- •;------------------   —  7
Elementary,! la, I lb, ( 5)----------  -- 6 30 -3 15
Discharge of Electricity
thru "Oaado.45,{ 2i)---------         2
Advanced Theoretical
Physics, f£-E?r) — -------    1
History of Physics,(3)— ---  -------- ---------------
Light, (2-fr)--------      -- - -
HousehoId Physics,12,(4}- 6 24
Mechanics Molecular 
PhyBice and Heat,80a,(5)- 17 85
Slcotrioity,Sound and
Light, £0b,(5)--------  -    17 fig
77
3i£ 6 27
G *
&a 1 &- 1 3
- - 1 m
STATISTICS Of? CLASS KiJiiOLLHEHT 1980-21
heportCKnfc Autnrm ttinter S ring Buracor 1920
vd rr <A ViA ,2- X; Kj X t  ? *  ■„
DEPA ::: '11 O’* PHYSICS:
PHYSICS:!; continued}
General PhyBies ,H0o , ( 5)------\ 'r- ------  ’----—  9 46
Junior laboratory,31,
32,33,(2~b)------------------  P 4 2 4 2 10
Pbynictti Optica,l£l-,( 2) —  -----------  2 6
Eent,l25, (3)------------------  . 2 6
2? 118 2? 125 14 70 10 39 9 . 33
BE PA M m  CP PSYCHOLOGY 
A3B PH II SOPHY:
PSYCI- LOGY:
Employment Paychology, (3)----------- -- ------ 2 6
Psychology in Every Bay
Life,31 (S)----------- ---------- ------------ -----------  12 24
Clinical Child Study.Se,(p£)---------------  ■-........  — .—  ,7 17*
£ oh normal Children,23,
(?§■)------ ---- -- ------------------------------ ------- 7 ll>
C’he Psycho-Olinio
Fractional,34,{ 2£)----------------------------------  - - 4 10
Genotio PsychoLogy,3,(5)----   3 16
General Psychology,11,lla,lib, 1
(S&-4)------  109 43b 101 404 37 92?: £3 67i
Introductory Experimental and 
Physiological Psychology,12,(3)---     - ----------  1 3  2 6
Social Psychology, 14, £̂l/&.z5.l------ 12 6 0 - -----  £ % *
Problems in General Pay-
oho logy, 16, (4)-----   — -------------  13 52
7 h a4 nl ■' ryoha jap.j.;.lP, i Q5-i&)--      *3S
Abnormal' Peycho logy, 19,15)----------------------- 21 105 *
Psychology of Susie,30,(3)--  2 6
Psycho logy of HeLigian,3L,
(5)    ;-------------------  5 25
Psychology of advertising,
34,(3)-.... ----- -------------------  13 39
Logic,50, (6)........ — .....  II 5b
Ethics ,51, (2-5)--------------    16 7 V
STATISTICS OS' CLAUS ElMQLLMHffT 1920-21
DBpnrtEient ^Jftuan ^  Sinter P)i£; prigg 1920* Lit => -*• a:;* i-r :►■!£ ni» ..i' , c>-a-&— ..̂  .a ?---is----x l ----- — p -A k ll i&  ^Pi -*
dapartu :??? op psychology
ADD PHILOSOPHY:
PSYCHOLOGY: {continued)
Problems in Psychology, 102, f 2-0) - 2 V 3 11 2 9.
PsycholOj y of the JGuraui. *
Club, 10̂  , {1)  —    ~ •—  ----  5 5 4 4 3 3
 ..  A-
TOl’iL l£S 524 134 5£l 64 283 70 169 £ 4  62.5
school o? ;Usi:iKr.-L
BUS IDT.. 6 .J  U D I13TilAI1 ILK*
Commercial Geography,SI,(2 M       1/ ^  1P sn
Elementary Accounting, Ua, -5 12 30
lp,{5)     77 375 6l 305 34 l70
Advanced Accjirurfting, 13,(5)-------  17 85 £ 7 1 3 5
Typewriting,21,,Sin,21b,8io,(Oj~ 25 50 23 4 6  19 38 PI ^ 2
Shorthand, 22,22a, 28b, {4}-------  52 208 45 180 1 2 pc
Teachers'Shorthand,£3 ,{2)    --------- ■ 10 04
Office 'Jrainin6,24, {£)----------   -  4 2  ga
Cost Accounting, 101, (4)   1 5 5 4
Auditing, 102, {5)       8 AQ
B usiness ilanagesjqnt, 1 2 1 , f 2 * )       .  i n  p *  r  1 p*.
Labor‘Administration, 122, f 3)------  ---  15 45
Corporation Finance,133,(5)----  16 q c -
Commercial Law, 141,(3}--— ----         32
  15 00 10 25 9 zz$Selling, lb3, (3)-— ----- —   —  —  2 0 5 0
Senior Seminar, 191,(I)  9 9 10 1 0 9 9
TOTAL 196 807 18b 710 203 6 b6 67 161 26 65
SCHOOL OF F0H2STHY:
FORESTRY:
Introduction to Agreetry,lla,
lib, (2-3J—        51 log 72 216
History of Forestry,lla,(4)---  --------------
Coodoraft, lid,(0 -2 )----- - --- ?—     1 9 1 9
Forebt Pol Icy, 13a, (4)--■—   --------   Q 32
34 13G 
36 72
STATISTICS OP OLA! 0 KUKOLLlTEtl? 19EO-2:
School Autumn
l/i > Oi
r +  ?-*•
T iin to r
pjtA 
3 +5 S * 7
u
Opr m g
O "V > * ** v.
SCHOOL OP FOHBŜ iflf:
J?OB J.iY : (cont inuod)
j’orost Latv.lSb, f 4)  8 32
Pire Protaction,2i.(5) 12 60
Silvios, £2, (4 )-----—
S i Lvicul tu-ra, 25,24, £ *j ,
f 4 1---------- -----------
Pore* C ;Iuacig3taa.rit, 2?,
20,(4]--------------
Poreot ilenauratlon, 29,
o 24
P2‘ 88 54 96 £0 80
9 . 36 10 40 9 36
-------------------- - -  - 21 64
14 t*. 10 40
5 10 6 12
-- 20 80
10 40 17 68
iiicrobcopie 1 ood Tech­
nology ,3 lo( 2)-*■-------
Forest I\rodue1iti,3£. i 4)- 
Lumbering *3:5,34, f 4)-.—
Sea Lins and Cruising,
56,(4)-  ---- 17 66
Logging j5nginoering,36,
(4)  — .......—  ll 44
Hange Hanngoojonfc ,39,(4)  _ e 2 4
Grasing Management, VJ,
41,(4)-- — — —---— ———_ -... _ —
I urvoying,41a,41L,4Lo,.
41a , (2)---- ---  - ■ —
Mapping,42a,42b,42c,
42d , f 2T— r-----------
Topographical Surveying 
and Happing,43a#44a,
43 b,44b,(4-6}— — -----
Highways anc Bridges,
46 (2-3)---- ---- ----
Forest improvealonts,
46,(3}------ ----- ----
SirengM oi materials ,■
48,(3)-----— -
Graphic dtatjj|b,49, (2) - 
Stream tseasareinent s,
50, (4 j   - - - - -
Slide imle,61,{ 1)- --- -------
Improvement Construct-
ion,53, (3).... -.....
■ Beeearch Management-— --  —
Surveying and Mapping,
H.S.I,(3)---  ----
fidm> ni S /3c id)
— - 3 36 6 £4
46 96 bO 132 VO 140
49 98 68 136 76 U 2
18 72 13 55
9 19 7 21
- - -
*
* 13 39
£ 6
* *  -fe ,-------------------------- 10 30
2 4
7 PQ
36 36 LO 10
5 15
1 4
l -  _  _
( --
27 81
?
10
3a. 
^ 0
Summer 1920 
*
4A . 4 B
SYAlIS'flCP OP CLAES BHilOLUiMlS 1980.-2 I
School Autumn in t e r  _ S p rin g  Luu&er 19LO
•»? x S  x *  ' m 2 ,<* 4.3 , 3 c i C. 1 *+■ 3 3.J- 4 A7 , ■ ^ 5  7 7 TcTfltf*** 3 •*• U--r-i c 3
SCHOOL OP fOHESCHY:
PORES2itY: (coat inucfl)
Vopographic Surveying 
and Happing,8.s.2{5)  _ ixm tC&i
Poreofc Ijiproveao ito,
i . : ,  3,{g)— -----—    80 52
ctf252iC*™ii“ L............ - ae u
Plro Protection,R.E.5
(8)       87 54
Oonorol Forestry,E.S.6(!)    £5 25
Lumbering, H. S. 11 ,( 2)------------ -—  17 34
uoaling and Cruising,
H.S. 12,(1)------------    20 20Logging Engineering,
it.8.13^ (2)--    15 30
-Janâ emont of Range,
*..o. iej'a)-...........  8 10
Breed. Range Stock,
.L -20, ( L)-------  —   8 0
lianagemont of Range
Htook,R.S.2, {2 J      9 10
£06 034 1439 539 947
50 250 54 270 57 285
89 87 30 90 25 75
29 58 26 52 £3 46
9 27 11 33 13 39
8 16 9 18 5 10
5 10 11 22 9 27
1 2 1 4
VOVAL
SCHOOL OP JOURHALISM:
J0UR:U.LI3L':
Elements of,11,lla,
lib, (3-5)------------        9 27
Editorial Writing ana
Adv. Reporting, 19(3} ------------------  - -   3 9
Current Events ,3b, (3)   - - 19 57
jitivunced Reporting,
21,(3)---------------
Editing,23,{2}-------
Editorial Writing,25,
(3)-  -
History and Principles 
of Journnilea,£7,(2)—
Laboratory,29,(2-3}--
Kaimin Editor,31 (3-3)
I
STATISTICS OF dj.jiOS 5HH0LLHEHT 1920-21
S choo l Autumnm3 + *:•
W in te r
*'-+ 5 s-
S p rin g  Summer 1920
n> o X 4A
i c rj,v s'*
43
a?
SCHOOL OF JOURNALS U :
JOUHNABISJi: ( continued)
S e n t in e l So i t o r , 3 L , { L ) -----------
S h o r t S to ry ,S B , ( Zi- - ------- - - - -
Newspaper P h o to g ra p h y ,3 4 ,(2 )■
Sem inar ,3 6 , ( 8 ) --------------------------
The N ewspaper, 5 7 , ( S )—  -------
L a b o ra to ry  ,4 1 , ( 2 - 3 ) ----------------
F ie ld  o r k , 4 £ , ( 2 ) ----------------------
R esearch , { 8 ) -----------------------------
1 £ I £ 1 2
- - 6 12
1 2 I 2
6 12 7 14 e 16
10 20 11 22 9 *18
6 18 9 27 7 21
i 21 2
TUTa L 154 496 177 560 160 545 31 93
SCHOOL OF LAU:
LiV. :
Appo1let® ̂ Frac fc ieo,(2)-----  11 22 9 18
Bills and IJotea, {2-3-4tf-)---  22 66 20 40
Conflict of ij&i?, (2)-- — ---  10 20 9 IB
Constitutional Law,(3)— — --------  8 24
Con tracts, (3-4^)------   28 84 27 81
Corporations, ( 5)-----------  8 40
Damagba,{2)---------------    ~~ 2| 42
Equity, |2)— ---- —  - - ---  IB 32 15 30
Forme of Actions,(30-------  19
Evidence, (3) — ----------- —  IB 48 17 51
Insurance, (3)----- --- ------------- “ ""
Irrigation,f3)- - —  -— -----    9 27
iiining Law, (3)---------- -------------------
Persons ,(2)----------   “
P le a d in g , ( 2 ) ------------------ :-- J-1 22 jj J®
Practice Court 11,(2)------  12 24 10 20
Principles of Legal Liabil­
ity ( S) ——-- —— 23 115
Propertyl,(3)------ *------  81 63 24 72
Quasi-Contracts, (2)-----------------  - - - ~
Sales, (3)---------------   14 42 J-3
• Tortgy (3)...        17 *>}■
Trusts, (2)----- — ----  - 16 32 14 28
Ugiof Lew Boohs, (1)------  18 18 ye
Cg/tHtHaf - ~ _ — -----~ —  - — - — •
ret’Soh*/ ~~ ~
TOTAL 245 685 266 678
19 8
86
24
20
14
15
1920 
9
10
13
H
15
/£
38
16
16
18
72
40
28
45
57
40
1620
39
LB
30
5
3
22fc
IZh
18
230 593 16 60
aTILTICS  Off CUi~L iSIIiiOLLUilBT 1920-21
SohooL * Autumn Uinter Lpring Summer 1920
r>i g b tyd1 &iS>
Jt *,t h  ?t h  i >  jt 48
SCHOOL OP :
K U S I C :
V o i c e , ----------Piaao^i(t-3)-----------
Viol*>.18.(£-2)----------
PnajunentaiBt17,{2-2£)- —
Harmony, i9a,i9b,( 1^-2 )-----
N*rmo ,*,la,2lb,Llc,(2)--
Sight ^in’ing and liar
Training,27a,27b, (3)-----
Sight ; 10*1118,270,(3)------
Sight Sin? itvi and Ear
Training,29,29a,(3)--------
History of Jluaic,3la,
3lb,3l0,(2-3)------------
Methods,30,33a,33b,33c,
(l£-B)-...................
Analysis und Appreciation
oI lira ic, f^.-’-AS>^-r------
Orchestra,37, (£)----------
Band,39, fl)  — .......
omen's Glee Club,41,(£}--
iien'B Glee Club,43,(fr)----
Choral 1 lub,45,(' )--------
85 36 24 £4 11 8
46 07 %7 41 46 19 14?
15 19 12 15 11 14 4 416 32 6 15
—  — 16 32 14 28 3 4&
2 4 I 2 1 1
14 52 L2 36
13 39
12 36 6 18
5 15 t> 15 5 10
4 8 3 9 4 12 2 3
4 8 6 12 2 4
9 4ff 14 7 10 5
14 14 18 18 19 19
30 15 32 16 30 15 +
22 11 26 13 £2 11
42 El 64 32 42 21
TOTAL 258 296,0 303 335 244 267 40 43.5
SCHOOL Off PiUHStACY 
PHARMACY:
General Pharmacy, 11,( 5)-- 16 00 14 70 13 65
Metrology,12,(3)--------- 17 51
Pharmacognosyj13,(3)------ --- --- 14 42 14 42
Materia Mediea,21,(4)---- 3 12 4 16 5 20
Drug Analysis,23,(3)----- 3 9 4 12 9 27
Lisponstng,£5,f1-3)------ 4 10 4 12 9 27
Co^crcial, 27,27a, f 4)---- 3 3 11- 11 6 6
Pharmacology,31,(3)------ 5 .15 5 15
Abstracts,33, (2)---- ---- 5 10 G 10 1 2
TOTAL 56 190 Gi 188 57 189
SS£ M  m x Y m o i T i
ahovrtnff .^wafar and Increa^
Professors
Associ ate Professors 
Assistant Professors 
Instructors 
Assistants
1919-1920
27*
1 
24 
16 
 4___
70
1920-1921
29**
1
20* * *  
14 
 i___
70
Increase
2
-4
2
Summer Quarter 
Begular 
Spe oial
(1919)
BO
— IS—
42
(1920)
55 
_6.
5
.Hi
43
* 27 In active service * two on leave of absence, represented by
temporary appointment of lower rant.
**"* 29 in active servicef one on leave of absenoe*
20 in active service^ two on leave of absenoe*
# 33 first term j 17 seoond term*
#■' 8 first termj 1 seoond tens*
V
A. J itaf jL_C,haiR£g Esaing. fl.rn.fl.tL in  Is  1..-19&P.. to -Ju Ijl-1 i-12$L
1 .  HflBlfmfiaona rad germingtlona of,0oat.r.a.ft&
Uame
Abernathy, Austin 
Blankenagle « Jo bn 
Clarke * Ethel
Dietrioh* J* H. 
Farmer* Charles E.
Hyde, Hftrl 0. 
Jameson, Hro. K. C« 
Lu30ky * George F. 
IHllor, J. Earll 
Ormobeo, Eugene H. 
Bobinoon* Evangeline 
Bhompoon, Bobort H. 
Von Den sen, Edith G. 
leaver* Virginia 
Volter, Clara H. 
Suck, F. J*
Fooltlon Date of
Instructor in Voice Sept. 1,
Instructor in Modern Sept. 1|
Languages 
Aoot. Professor of Home Sept. 1,
Economics and Director 
of Craig Hall
Instructor in Economics Sept. 1,
Asst .Professor of Forestry Son. li 
and Supt.of Physical Plant
Instructor In Botany 
Dean of Women
Sept. 1, 
Sept. l.
Asst.Professor of Modern Sept. 1,
Languages 
Asst.Professor of History Sept. 1 ( 
and Political Science 
Instructor in English Sept. 1 (
Instructor in Business Sept. 1,
Administratlon 
Aoot.^rofossor of Se^t, 1,
Physios
Instructor in Home Sept. 1,
Economics 
Instructor In Home Jan. 1,
‘Economics 
Instructor in Piano Sept. 1,
Asst.irofessor of Sept. 1,
Pharmacy
II. Appointments
Arnoldson, Louise G* (Mrs.) Instructor in Modern
Languages
Baker* Lilian 
Blee* Gladys 
Bosorth, Ines V.
Burgee* Clyde E.
Bur ronghs * Gle nn V •
Sep t. 1
Instructor in Home Jan. 1,
Economics 
Instructor In Business Sept. 1 
Administratlon 
Asst .Professor of Home Aug. 10 
Economics cud Director 
of Bosidenoe Halls 
Asst.Professor of Sept. 1
Economios 
Asst. Pro fo ssor of Sept. 1
History
Effect
1920
19*20
1920
1920
1921
, 1920 
1920 
1920 
1920 
, 1920
1920
, 1920 
, 1920
1921 
, 192 0 
, 1920
, 1920 
1921 
, 192 0 
, 1920
. 1920 
* 1920
S  i-&
\
*  1
Be on *Ale xand e r Instructor in English Sept. 1, 1920
Fisher, Arthur Professor of Law Sept. 1, 1920
Jacobsen, Arthur D. Instructor in Economics Sept. 1, 192 0
Hitt, Bern!e F. Instructor in Forestry Jan. 5., 1921
Mills, Hrs. \7. P. Instructor (Leoturer in 
Speech Arts) EnLlioh
Jan. 3, 1921
Bapp, I. H. Aost.Professor of Physics Sppt. 1, 1920
Steward, Albert H* Instructor in Botany Hov. 17, 192 0
Weaver, Virginia Instructor in HomeEconomi os
Sept. 1, 1920
Weisberg, Flora (hrs.) Instructor in ModernLanguages
Oct. 1, 1920
111. Promotl^na
* \
Bateman, William, G. Associate Professor to Professor
Merrill, A. S. Assistant Professor to Associate, Pr.ofeonor
17. Leaves of Abseno.Q...-
Bateman, W. 0* A©ao* Professor of Chemistry Sept. 1, 1920
to
Sept. 1, 1921
Bucfchous, Gertrude Librarian Sept. 1, 1920to
Sept. 1* 1921
Orbeok, Anders Asst. Professor of English Sept. 1, 1920
to
Sept. 1, 1921
B. .Changes detsrmihfd .before Jhlv gi. but taming Effect
Jjjm.tflPiltejc.*. l b & i _
I. &&s.tenfl.t.ion3 and germinations .cf. .Contract a
Christensen, W. E, 
Or on, HaJ-or A. C. 
Damn, Kate 
Fanska, fi. B.
Haley, Lucia
%
He icier* Margaret 
Hitt, Bamia F• 
Leyda, Lucille 
Urey, Harold 0,
Assistant Professor of Journalism 
Professor of Military Science 
Asst.Profeooor of Home Economics 
Asst.Professor of Forestry 
Asslstant(inohargc) Library 
Cataloguer in Library 
Instructor in Forestry 
Asst.Professor of Physical Eduoation 
instructor in Chemistry
11 .An-polntcignt a 
Applegate, A. A. 
Baxter, Elio da 
Clark, Wesley P. 
Gillem, Major A, C. 
Hofftean, Budolph 
Ingalsbe, Frank B. 
Bomskill, J. H. 
Sanford, E. B. 
Sedman, Mrs. H. B.
III.Leaves f Absence 
Lennes, H. J.
Bo we, J. P.
Smith, F. 0.
Und.tr wood, J. H.
Instructor in Journal 1 cm
Instructor in Physical Eduoation
Asso* Professor of Latin and Greek 
and Modern Languages 
Professor of unitary Science
Asso. Professor of Modern Languages
Acting Professor of Geology
Instructor in Forestry
Instructor in Business Administration
Dean of Women
Professor of Mathematics 
Professor of Geology 
Professor of Psychology 
Professor of Economics 
3 i
Orbeck, Anders 
Schaefer, Leo &
Asst. Professor of Englishtextension) 
Instructor In Business Administration
frp»fl*al EftPF111 v ■uart.e.r.AimnintRfffit a>
Batson, W. H,
Hanson, Josephine 
Ketobom, G. A.
Mills, Mrs. W. P. 
Beinhard, Ethel (^rs*) 
Slajfton, Hildrcd 
Wallin, J* F,
Westby, G« H*
Professor of Education 
Instructor in Pine Arts 
Instructor in Eduoation 
Instructor in English
Instructor in Business Administration 
Ins true ten* in Home Economics 
Instructor in Psychology 
Instructor in Geology
